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I .  INTRODUCTION

Ibis document presents a guide te the abstracting and indexing methodology that 

has been developed as a means for retrieving technical information from library 

files in the Technical Information Center (TIC) system of the National Institute 

for Occupational Safety and Health (HIOSH). Ike NIOSHTIC system has multiple 

files and is amenable to search through use of the computer established search 

files. Hie system provides reference information pertinent to occupational 

safety and health issues and related standards development. This guide provides 

procedural and reference information to abstracters, indexers, rad editors for 

preparation of the input information to the NIOSHTIC search files. The infor

mation presented in the guide will also be of interest to the systems analysts 

and users and to other persons who are involved in developing or querying any 

of the flies.

After the introduction and system overview, the guide is developed on a 

unit/file basis, with each wilt or section relating to a specific search file 

of the system. The pages of each section are numbered independently for pub

lication In loose-leaf format rad to facilitate the insertion of updated infor

mation. Such updated information will he disseminated on a timely basis as it 

occurs during development and iimplementation of the system rad of additional 

files.

The abstract that is produced for the system is designed specifically to allow 

selective retrieval of documents from voluminous files. The abstract is 

developed for use in natural language in sn automated system that has text 

search capability througi the keyword and body sections of the abstract.
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K ^ n w rtt f t  provided in the abstract to t u p m t computer searching, and to 

p m i t  M d - u t o M t s d  or manual searching, If desired. The abstract will be 

generated and disseminated or published throng the ooq>uter system, and will 

be so processed by sad-automated or manual means as well. The abstract can 

be used* with minor adjustments for the eovuter and programing language, on 

any available hardware system, with any level of language* and in such programs 

as DOC FBOC or (OS* or In other developed programs.

Because of constraints loosed by mechanised systems* particularly the require

ment for consistency in a system* the guidelines* procedural and reference* must 

be foUoved intil formally changed by the system developer and made known through

out the system. Hhen such changes are made* the abstracter will be furnished 

the appropriate updated information by the abstracts supervisor. It is iaportant, 

then, for the abstracter to have a working knowledge of the guidelines to what

ever extent the guidelines are current. In this light, the abstractor is 

expected to use the guide as a working reference. The abstracter la expected 

to incorporate all updated information into the guide* and to use such infor

mation, as soon as the updated information is known. It la a good idea 

during the beginning of abstracting practice that the abstiacter often refer 

to the procedural portion of the guide for familiarisation. It is imperative 

that the abstracter always consult with the appropriate supervisor on any question 

he cauwt answer.
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II. NIOSHTIC SYSTEM: OVERVIEW

The HIOSHTIC system is a large scale technical information system developed to 

provide information for research, for standards development, and for public use 

in relation to occupational safety and health. The system is developed on a 

unit basis, vith files according to the characteristics of the information.

The first file in the NIOSHTIC system is the Scientific and Technical Information 

File vith a base of about 23,000 documents and expected growth of about 6,000 
documents per year. The Scientific and Technical Information file, composed of 

the library file and the computer-based search file, is the NI0SH-1 file.

The NIOSHTIC thesaurus is a computer-generated consensus, open-ended list of 

scientific and technical terms. Its approximately 18,000 main terms and 5,000 

subterm are included in the vocabulary and terminology of the NI061I-1 search file. 

The NIOSHTIC thesaurus Is the HI OSH-2 File.

The Toxic Substances List is an annually published, open-ended list of approx

imately 20,000 compounds and materials, vith available Chemical Abstract Services 

(CAS) Registry Numbers, having known hazard to workers. The Toxic Substances 

List is the HI06H-3 File.

Other files for the RI0SHTIC system are under current development.
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III. SCIENTIFIC AND TEOBICAL INFORMATION (NIOSH-l) FILE 

A. GENERAL

m e  Scientific and technical Information File (NIOSH-l) is composed of a library 

and a se&rch file. The library file is a collection of documents maintained 

in several locations, which contain information from various sources pertinent 

to occupational safety and health. Information from and relating to the 

documents will form a computer data base or the NIOSH-l search file.

The file identifier, NIOSH-l, is used to distinguish the Scientific and Technical 

Information File from other files which may he in the NIOSHTIC system or other 

systems. As other NIOSH files are developed for the NIOSHTIC system, file 

identifiers for such files will he specified in the appropriate section of the 

guide. This section of the guide is specifically applicable to the NIOSH-l 

search file, hut may he generally applicable to other search files when such 

files are generated.

For convenience, 'NIOSH-l* will generally he used in this section in place of 

'Scientific and Technical Information Search File' since it is the search file 

rather than the library file which is the primary subject. When reference to 

the library file is intended, 'NIOSH-l library file' or 'library file' will be 

uaed.
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A.l. File Description

9 m  HI OSH-1 search file is designed to provide information for retrieval of 

docwents concerning the health and safety of workers. The 11 le is intended 
to provide the intonation to persons or organisations vho are directly or 

Indirectly engaged In research in occupational safety and health, or in develop

ment, promulgation, or enforcement of occupational safety and health standards, 

lbs file is also Intended to provide on request such intonation to anyone 

with Interest in inch dacn a nts.

Docwinta for the HI OSH-1 library file include reporta, books, Journals, 

conference proceedings, technical papers, pamphlets, guidebooks, glossaries 

and thesauri, monographs, and other publications. The doc w e n  ts may be in 

printed (hard copy), microfiche, or other ton.

The docwents contain information on, or relating to, the effects of working 

snvlraiiment and conditions and work processes and materials on the safety and 

health of the worker; methods and instrumentation tor determination of such 

effects; measures tor elimination of work hazards; and protective equipment tor 

prevention of injurious effects to the worker. Subject areas of the docwents 

ore generally interdisciplinary. The subjects covered include toxicology, 

physiology, medical and allied health fields, biological sciences, chemistry, 

physics, industrial processes, human factors engineering, and many other interests, 

with varying degrees of overlap, i^d to various levels of specificity within 

disciplines- Topics are as diverse as analytical techniques and instrumentation 

tor detection of hazardous material in atmospheres, laboratory determination
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of the contribution of aniline dyes to bladder cancer, and statistical analysis 

of the incidence of respiratory disorders in workers in trades using various 

kinds of asbestos.

Sources of the documents are worldwide. Hie documents come from national, 

state, and local government agencies; educational, clinical, and research 

institutions; measurement and testing facilities; professional and technical 

organisations and groups; connercial and industrial organizations; other public 

rad private organisations; and individuals; in short, any organization or 

individual that may contribute information related to occupational safety and 

health. Hie docuaents are made available in the NIOSH libraries through the 

document publishers and other library sources such as document/information 

clearinghouses.

Principal users of the information from the documents are expected to be 

scientifically and technically oriented persons; however, users with other 

orientations are also expected. 'Die user group is expected to be as diverse, 

and with overlap of interests, as the subject materials; and can be expected 

to include scientists, engineers, technicians, physicians and other medical 

persons, legal and administrative persons, and, in fact, anyone with interest 

in the information contained in the documents.

A.2. Abstracting and Querying Considerations

Queries can be expected at some time or other for any information that may be 

located anywhere in the file. Hie queries may involve any of the varied subjects 

and may be very general in some cases, and more or less specific in others. Users
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mqr sdbmit single or multiple queries involving single or multiple concepts.

She queries are not expected to be always interrelated, or to have the sene or 

coincident tine-response requlrenents.

She search file established on co^uter pernits ran don searching on a direct ' 

file access basis. In Oils way, responses to information requests can be 

generated with minimum searching effort and tins. The file is not arranged 

by subject, date, or other categories but, for easier searching and orderly 

processing and naintenance, is established in the order in which the docunents 

are entered into the retrieval system. Such information as subject categories 

and dates are used, however, in the identification of the documents that are 

input to the file.

An abstract which mlquely identifies and characterises the document will be 

generated fbr each dormant that can be identified in the SI OSH-1 library file, 

and will be established in the search file on computer. A query search of the 

computer file fbr information will return the appropriate abstract for any 

docment containing the desired information as an answer to the query. The 

file must, therefore, contain all of the significant information in a searchable 

format fbr locating the desired docment and must generate such information 

upon request.

The Amotion of the abstracter in relation to the HIOSH-1 file is preparation 

of the initial input information to the file, which when responsive to a 

query, will become the eventual output of the file. The abstracter aust extract 

significant information from the documents and record the information so that 

the documents can be found in a search of the file.

III-U
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In the abstracting process, sons ability to understand the information in the 

document will be necessary, as will some ability to convey information accurately 

and veil. The abstracter should always ask, "What is this document talking about?" 

or more precisely, "What is the point of interest in this document?" Only when 

the point is determined should the abstracter ask the next questions, vhich he 

must, "What is this document saying?" There is no overriding need for subject 

specialization, recourse to technical dictionaries and references being usually 

adequate for abstracting. The abstracter need merely read veil and interpret 

correctly. The abstracter is not required or desired to draw conclusions con

cerning the information. The abstracter's function la reportorial and editorial, 

rather than tutorial or critical.

The abstract for the BIOSH-1 file will be indicative and informative. Basically, 

the abstract will be a bibliographic citation for the document, giving particular 

information for identifying and locating the document in the search and library 

files; with keys (or keywords) for locating the document in the computer file 

in relation to informational concepts contained in the document; and an extract 

vhich is an analysis of the document contents and is, in some ways, an explana

tion, extension, or interpretation of the document title. The abstract will 

identify a document and vill indicate why and in vhat way the identified 

document, with the given title and reference, provides an answer to a query.

To be useful in an information search, the abstract must first tell vhat the 

document is concerned with, and next tell, succinctly, vhat the document says.

Kbr optimum utility in the system, the abstract should be specific, but not 

detailed or lengthy, and must contain indexable concepts.
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9 m  abstract will normally be between 100 and 225 words in length, including 

keywords, but any be shorter or longer as dictated by the information content 

of the docunent. For economy and efficiency in the system, extraneous infor

mation will not be entered into the abstract. As the files will be searched 

an the basis of the bibliography and text of the abstract, the title of the 

document, being a part of the bibliography, will not be included in the text, 

fiords or terms which appear in the text of the abstract will not be used as 

keywords for the abstract, keywords being considered by the system as part of 

the text. For increase of query search efficiency, however, Chemical Abstract 

Service Registry Husbers for chemicals and eoqponda mentioned in the title or 

text of the abstract or in the doc w e n t  vxll be incorporated into the abstract 

as keywords.

Because the abstract must identity and characterize the information of the 

complete document, information for the abstract may be extracted from any 

portion of the document and may be expressed in any terms which the abstracter 

considers significant, lhe abstracter may use the abstract or auaaaary of the 

doc went, or an abstract prepared by an information service for the document, 

if such are available, as the input abstract to the system, provided that the 

information given is sufficiently indicative of the information contents of 

the doc went. In the same way, the abstracter may use any portion of a pre

existing abstract, or any other information relating to the docwent, as is 

necessary to fulfill the query search requirements. The abstracter nay change, 

condense, expand, or paraphrase any wording from the document so long as the 

mm inline and accuracy of the information from the document is not changed in 

the abstract.
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When a request is made for information, the computer file will be searched 

using logical concepts for the information which can be identified by computer 

and which are specified in a query. When the concepts are found in the search 

file and match the query specifications, the abstract containing the search 

concepts is returned as an answer. Hie query specifications can be made on 

the basis of single concepts, such as 'asbestos', or multiple concepts in various 

associative relations, such as 'asphyxiation' or 'suffocation' (commutative),

'cadmium' and 'poisoning' (inclusive), 'drugs' but not 'aspirin' (exclusive), 

or conbinations, such as 'respiration' and 'disorders' with 'pneumoconiosis' 

or 'asbestosis' but without 'silicosis'. For most queries, multiple concepts 

are anticipated. As the computer can effectively scan the whole abstract, the 

sought-for information may occur anywhere in the abstract. A match can be made 

on information in the bibliography, keywords, or body sections. (However, see C.13 

page III-80 for limitation in using the bibiliography as a search area.)

For the HIOSH-1 file, a document is considered to be an entity of information 

which can be identified. A book that is complete and identifiable is a document; 

a technical paper or report that is complete and identifiable is also a document; 

and a book full of technical papers, the book and the papers being complete and 

identifiable, can be considered one document in relation to the whole book and 

a number of documents in relation to the papers, one document for each paper.

In this light, the term 'document' will be used as a convenience to refer to 

books, Journals, papers, reports, or any type of documents for the NIOSH-1 file, 

generally, unless further distinction is necessary.
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Oils Section III provides guidelines and specific instructions for completing 

esch field of the abstracting floras. While the guidelines are specific for the 

fields concerned, they are general for the information called for; that is, 

sons information night not fit neatly into the fields provided. Information 

for one document night be given in form different free, or acre or less coiq>lete 

than, information for another docvnent. in such cases, the abstracter should 

consult a knowledgeable person to help in handling the difficult information.

In tact, it is a good idea that a knowledgeable person be asked for help in 

any difficulty which the abstracter may have In preparing the abstract.

Care should be taken in collating the abstracting form. All fields which 

require information should be filled when the information is known or can be 

found out; otherwise, the abstract should not be written. Of course, in some 

cases, soma of the fields might not require information; the information for 

soma of the fields might not be given or cannot be found out; or scam of the 

finite might not be applicable for certain types of documents. It is a good 

rule of thumb, particularly in the early stages of abstracting, that the 

abstracter put a check marie in each field that is intended to be left blank.

In this way, the abstracter is less apt to overlook a field that should contain 

information. Before the specific guidelines are given, some general guidelines 

should be understood:

It is i^ortaat that all information entered into the abstract be accurate.

There should be no misinterpreted information, wrong or transposed numbers, 

misspellings of terms and names, or other errors which lead to misinformation.
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It is important that the abstracts and the information contained be correctly 

and clearly identifiable by the computer and the querier in a search for 

informtion.

It is important that the abstracter understand that all errors, misinformation, 

misrepresentations, and unresolved problems concerning the abstract are the 

responsibility of the abstracter. Other persons vho handle or process the 

abstracts are responsible only for their own errors and misrepresentations.

The abstracter should prepare each abstract as perfectly and completely as 

possible: The abstracter must not rely upon the editor, copy preparer, or

systems personnel to catch mistakes or resolve problems. As the creator of the 

abstract, the abstracter is obliged and must be prepared to answer questions 

concerning misunderstood or unfathomable parts of the abstract by the editors 

and by systems and copy preparation personnel who are preparing the abstract.

It is important that the input abstract be legible. Abstracts may be hand

written, printed, or typed; typed or printed abstracts are preferred. All in- 

foratljo in the abstract, alphabetic or numeric, should be distinguishable to 

whoever handles the abstract; when numbers and letters occur together, numbers 

should be distinguished from letters.

In short, the care by the abstracter in preparing the abstract will have much 

to do with the utility of the abstract, and whether or how veil the information 

system works.
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Guidelines for selection of concepts and construction of the abstract are 

given in Section B. Procedures for use of abstracting input fores in preparing 

abstracts are given in Section C. In addition there are appendices concerning 

technical naoes and editor queries.
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B. ABSTRACTING AID INDEXING GUIDELINES

B.l. Abstracting and Indexing Considerations .

Abstracting and indexing are fundamental processes in an information retrieval 

system, particularly a large scale automated system involving many documents 

vith multiple and varied subjects and uses. Abstracting and indexing are the 

procedural and analytic techniques through which information, once gathered, 

is put into the system.

The theory in developing such a system is that when a computer is given 

Intelligible and accurate input information, the computer can generate a 

searchable file. In response to the query specifications, the computer can scan 

such files efficiently and generate useful answers much faster than by Mn'»i 

searching of documents. For searcuing efficiency, the input file must accomo

date all of the information necessary for retrieving the desired answer to the 

query. How well the system will work depends upon how well the input information 

is generated, as attested to by the old system maxim: Garbage in, garbage out.

The fraction of the abstracter in relation to the NIOSH-1 file is preparation 

of the input abstracts to the search file. The abstracts will represent documents 

in the library file and as answers to queries will indicate the documents sought 

through the queries. The abstract must carry all of the information that is 

needed for locating the document. The abstract must carry the search informa

tion in retrievable form and, when found, must be useful in retrieving the 

document. The information must be conveyed in the abstracts precisely.
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Ob  the same basic level that the abstract is related to the system, the system 

is related to the querler or user. The abstracter must understand that the 

documents are retrieved only for the user. The abstracter must view a document 

from the standpoint of the user to anticipate what information in the document 

will be of interest to a user, and in what way the user will ask for the infor

mation.

B.2. Analysis of Docwenta

Abstracting and indexing of a document are acconplished through analysis.
S u r e  are many different ways in which a docment can be analyzed and many 

wears in which the analyses can be represented.

A  table of contents is am analysis of a document in terms of the organization 

of the information content end its titular location. An index is an analysis 

of a docmsnt in tens of the subjective content of the information and the 

location of the subjects in the document. The author abstract or suamary is 

an analysis, as are graphs, charts, and tables, although the latter devices 

may be analyses of only part of the information in the document. Each type of 

analysis has its own characteristics and functions oriented to a particular 

application, the table of contents for forward reference, the index for back 

and cross reference, mad so on.

It is considered good practice to use the document abstract or summary as the 

system input if sufficient. Normally, the document abstract or summary does 

not contain all of the indicative and informative content needed for use ss a 

retrieval tool. The abstracter must often supply the missing information. The 

HIOSH abstract form will be discussed in C, beginning on page 111-30. As will
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be noted, the abstract consists of a bibliography and a two-part (body and 

keywords) text.

Information nay have different relevance according to the user. The finding 

of cancer in a human would be relevant to a medical doctor in terns of treat- 

sent and cure, first, and causes, second; the findings would be relevant to an 

industrial hygienist in terras of causes, first, and treatment and cure, second. 

The information nay have different relevance according to context. Both the 

medical doctor and the hygienist would be interested in cancer in terms of 

prevention, the medical doctor in relation to people, generally, and the indus

trial hygienist in relation to workers, specifically. The information may have 

different relevance according to subject. The finding of cancer in a mouse 

would have relevance in determining a cause of cancer in men to both the phys

ician and the hygienist; perhaps the only relevance of the cancer as far as the 

mouse is concerned is to the breeder of mice who is trying to figure out why 

his stock is dying or to the cancer researcher who is interested in comparing 

research data.

Ose aspect of relevance should be reinforced: The users of the ITT OSH-1 file
are interested in the health and safety of people at their place of employment. 

Docuaents which are abstracted for the system should always have some practical 

implication as to the health and safety of the worker. This is not to say that a 

document which does not specifically mention 'health', 'safety', or 'worker' 

should not be abstracted. Nor is it implied that the abstracter should impute 

such information to a docusent that does not contain such.

The intent is to establish a point of reference: The emphasis of the NIOSH-1
file is on information contributing to the safety and health of people at work.
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It would be impossible to provide s complete listing of the types of user who 

would desire d o c e n t s  from the file. A catch-ell description of the expected 

users is given in the last part of Paragraph A.I on page III-3. The criterion, 

then, fbr determining the significant concepts of the docunent in tens of the 

user and generating a useful abstract is singly determining the central these 

of the docunent n d  conveying this these in the abstract through whatever infor

mation is naedsd to sake the these d e e r  to the querier and user.

In detexsinlng how the querier will svk fbr a docunent, the abstracter should 

consider the universal user. The docunent is sost likely to be looked fbr in 

the t e r m  used by the greatest number of users. For exaaqale, in an article con

cerning a clinical assart nation, it is not good fbr* to use the word "technic" 

singly because assy physicians spell "technique" that way. Most people would 

a m  the ordinary spelling. However, if imprecision results froa the sore 

general t e n ,  the istllateral tern should be used, fbr exasple, if a physican 

uses the tern 'carcinoma', the n>re generally used term 'cancer' should not 

replace the specific tent, as a different level of meaning or specificity is 

implied, if not intended. It is generally good practice to adhere to the term

inology of the docunent because there is less danger of misrepresentation.

In preparing the body portion of the text, the abstracter nakes the analysis 

on the basis of explicit information which is significant and can be extracted 

from the docnset. In preparing the keywords, the analysis is made on the basis 

of ispiled information, with the exception of CAS numbers (which are explicit), 

which can be expressed for the docunent from the information contents. In each
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case, the abstracter is looking for or using indexable terns, which can be 

retrieved in a search, and is anticipating and generating an answer to a query.

Terns in the body portion of the abstract should be quite specific to the degree 

that the search is not limited. For example, 'cancer' is a more specific tern 

than 'tumor', but is less specific than 'carcinoma'; 'aromatic compounds' is 

more specific than 'organic coegtounds' but less specific than 'phenylnaphthylaadne' 

Ihe criterion here is, as before, the point of the document. If a document were 

discussing 'aronatic compounds' generally, 'phenylnaphthylamine', would be an 

Illogical search term for the document as a keyword but a good term for the body 

of the abstract if phenylanaphthylanine were one of the aromatic confounds dis

cussed. At the saae time 'organic compounds' would be too general as a keyword 

or body term, there being many other kinds of organic compounds beside aromatic 

abounds. Usually, a -very general tern is only good in a search if the term 

is ce*ined through the search logic to form a search term, examples being 

'personal', ’protectl-Te', and 'equipment', each of which is too general for a 

search as a stand-alone concept. Even when Joined by the search logic, some 

general t e r m , including the above, are not very useful, aa the classes formed 

are too brood. Die best technique is to specify 'respirators', if that is what 

the document discusaes, or to use 'personal protective equipment' if the document 

disc us sea such. On the idea that only useful documents will he put into the 

system, there is a good chance that whatever concept is found in a document 
will be useful in a search. It is when the concept is made too specific or too 

general, or given other unusual forms, that the concepts become illogical.
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The user interest in the docunaats of the eye ten is indicated generally in 

Paragraph A.l. Pile Description, page HI-2. The list is discussed here with no 

intent to be All inclusive or exclusive. Generally the system user is interested 

in the safety and health of sorters. The user is Interested in the effect of the 

w o k  process, sorting conditions snd environamt, snd agents and equipment used in 

such processes on the seeker. Of interest are instrumentation and equipment for 

detecting hnsardoam conditions or protecting the sorters from such conditions; 

■rthods for detection of such conditions and for analysis of deleterious effects, 

and preventive or protective measures for eliminating or reducing such hazards, 

including legislation and standards. '

Oertain ideas g> together naturally. A sorting process normally has oonditiona 

or an environment in shich this sort takes place. Industrial sort generally 

generates noise. So, noise oontrol in the sorting environment is an interest 

factor. Sane industrial processes are carried on in envlronnanta or with 

nmterials sbich generate hazards that nay be seen througi normal association. 

Grinding, for exmeple, nay be expected to produce dust; chemical processing may 

be expected to produce fanes; sort sith machine tools nay cause injury; flamatla 

notarial nay eanse fixes and erosions; and so on. In the sane say, analytical 

processes are used to determine something; detection equipment is used to dis

cover something. The associations are almost obvious in nany cases, and the 

abstracter should loot ibr them in the analysis.

In considering a trams, the analysis, then, should be made in relation to the 

sort-related aspects shen given, instead of detailed description of the trauma. 

Asbestos is of concern for the deleterious effects on sorters, not for its nany
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uses in siding or insulation. Antibiotics ere of interest, not because of the 

curative powers, but because of the effects on workers who handle then. Such 

relation should be seen by the abstracter, and the relevant analyses node.

3.3. Selection of Hens

Hie choice of terra for conveying Idle information or for responding to a 

search is no less important than selection of the informational concepts of 

the docaent. .

Hie terms in the body of the abstract convey the information to the quarter 

and provide aearch clues for the docusent. Hie keyword terms form the index 

to the document and also provide aearch clues for the document. Because of 

these important fractions, the abstracter must select words for the abstract 

with care. Every word that is used in the abstract must have some reason for 

being in the abstract.

items which represent the information of the document should be indexable, 

content words. Whether a term is a keyword, the term should provide keys to 

the information. Hens* that are used in the body of the abstract should be 

explicit and should be taken directly from the document when possible. Keyword 

terms, being illicit, are made for the document, rather than from the document.

Hiere are many ways for selection of terms for the abstract. Words which are 

used in the body of the abstract tend to cluster in the introductory and summary 

portions of the document, and tometimes in the methodology section and in graphs, 

charts, and tables. Keywords tend to be found in subheadings, and in captions
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to graph*, chart*, and tables.. Hera, the d s t n c U r  can uee the *ame word* a* 

the 4oc*Kst author.

Keywords a d  other texaa agr be found in other docuaente in the ease collective 
doraant aa the abatnoted dociassnt, for enable. A good source of such tens 
ia reference works concerning the subject field of the documnt, such as dictio
naries, glossaries, subject heeding lists, and thesauri: Rte abstracter should
tae each reference* vtaamer possible.

h e  n o n  the■ suras Is pert of the nOBH*. systen. The thesaurus provides
rraaenaia atads need in the subject fields « hid are of interest in the HQ8H-1 
file. Ihe theaeurua la Intended for uee by the abstracter in writing the 
abstracts and for v s  by the qnerler In searching the files. In this way, words 
which will be weed In the systen are available to the person involved in the 
inpat phase and the search and output phase. Ihe abstracter is, therefore, 
isijuli art to nee this thesaurus as a working tool.

for keywords, there is also a keyword list furnished by the abstracting supervisor 
(so* C.13.1, peg* m - 8 2 ) . A nethodology for developing keywords Area (headcel 
naan* is given in Appendix A.2., page Ar2., with n listing of p o i w i  cbeadcal 
a n a  keywords. 9h* abstracter nay nee the keyword liat as e guide for keyword 

selections.

latex entries are, as nentloned before, stand-alone terns, which have content, 
■cams and verbs ray, as a rule, have content; other forae of words do not. Ihe 
tern 'red* cannot stand alone, and has no content; the tern 'redness' can stand 
Slone, — toes content; 'red* Is not Indexable; 'redness' is indexable.
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In selection of keywords, the abstracter should not use words which are Just 

another vay of saying something. The querier is not apt to look for 'insecti

cides' under 'larvicides' simply because insects have larvae. The querier 

would have 'larvlcides' in Bind if the tens were used, or have 'insecticides' in 

Bind if that t e n  were used. Both terms could be looked for by the querier under 

'pesticides' which a d ^ t  be a better keyword to use with 'insecticides' if the 

information warranted.

The key to selection of terms is whether the terra reflect the information in 

the document, are indexable, and are familiar to the querier. The abstracter 

should select words which carry the moat information, are right for the document, 

rad are a part of the vocabulary of the user.

B.fe. Conran Sesterce Patterns

Analysis of a document can be accomplished rather easily if the abstracter 

vies* the docuaent as a sentence. Usually a document expresses one central 

idea or theae, which is the soae function as a sentence, regardless of com

plexity or length.

The pattern of the document theae, or sentence, may be expressed in different 

ways according to the subject rad nature of the document. There may also be 

many secondary ideas or theses expressed in the document in description, 

explanation, extension, or interpretation of the central theme. Such themes 

era be considered secondary sentences to a main sentence representing the 

document, or, in fact, phrases of the main sentence.
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Usually, the technical docraent is written to a specific pattern. This is 

generally true of documents in scientific and technical Journals which, as a 

rule, follow tee logic of scientific method. Normally such documents will give 

background information for a particular view or investigation, describe the 

methodology and possibly tee instrumentation, discuss tee development of the 

investigative process, and si^marize tee findings. Such documents are usually 

accompanied by abstracts or suss&ries.

Ftor the most part, technical doc racists follow one or a combination of four 

sentence patterns:

1) Process

The process sentence describes an action directed to a subject or object, 

and relates what happens to the subject or object when a change of char

acteristics is involved.

Examples of process-type sentences include testing of a respirator for 

protection against air contaminants, or X-ray examination of tee chests 

of asbestos workers to determine tee presence of asbestosis, or statistical 

analysis of the incidence of bladder cancer in workers in the dye industry. 

The key to tee process sentence is that the action or process is usually 

to accomplish or determine some result.

2) Produet

■Hie product sentence de*tribes an object which is produced as a result of 

a process when something different is made from the original object.
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Examples of product type sentences include development of a respirator for 

protection against air contaminants, or production of asbestos sheeting 

fro* rear aaterlals. !Qw key- to the product sentence is that something 

is produced.

Description

3he description sentence describes a subject, or process, and relates 

the characteristics of the subject, or the methodology, and sometimes the 

results of a process.

Examples of the description sentence include design characteristics of a 

respirator, operational characteristics of a respirator, sysqitomology of 

of a disease, or safety procedures in an industrial plant. The key to the 

description sentence is that no action generally takes place; the sentence 

is reportorial.

Review

The review sentence is a special form of the description sentence in that 

a subject or process, or several of either or both may be described and 

discussed. Hie review applies to any topic.

Examples of the review sentence include discussion of the effects of a 

new standard, coqaariscn of izssinger testing to other test methods for 

determination of asbestos in air, or report on several monitoring tech

niques . Hie key to the review sentence is that no action takes place, and 

multiple ideas are usually given in support of the main idea; the sentence 

is reportorial.



5) Ooabina&ions

CosafeiBation sentences generally are of the process-product type In which 

an object is subjected to a process, the characteristics of the objects 

are changed or a result is achieved, and a product is developed.

Ezs^les of co>£>inatioa sentences include determination of a carcinogenic 

agent in the urine of chemical plant workers through a given laboratory 

technique, or development and testing of a detector system for monitoring 

radiation sickness.

Sons doetaents will conform specifically to any of the patterns shown. The pat

tern" should be used only as guidelines.

Use abstracter r*vv use the sentence concept to generate one or a number of 

sentences is the abstract. The abstracter most make sure that the main infor

mational concepts of the docmaent are put into the abstract with as much of the 

secondary information as is necessary for making these elements clear in a search.

B.5. Bsferemsa Considerations

Hie purpose of the reference is to provide, with the title and author infor

mation, the necessary information for locating the physical document repre

sented by the abstract in the SIOSH-1 library file, or, if need be, for 

obtaining the document from the document source or publisher. At the sane 

time, the reference indicates seme characteristics of the document, such as 

volume mad coaqtrehensiveness of information contained, so that the system user 

mtqr decide whether the document will be of interest.
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She relevancy of reference information is different for different types of 

docviasnt*. For example, the pagination of a technical report is not important,

but the nut* ar of pagas of the report is is^ortant information for estimation 

of scope and eos^rehensiveness; conversely, the pagination of an article in a 

Journal represents needed information for locating the article, and the number 

of pages is less relevant.

In general, the kinds of information that are wanted in the reference (which 
will be discussed in C.10, page III-58) Include:

1)

2)

3)

k)

5)

6) 

7)

The name of the collective document of which the abstracted document

is a component.

The publisher, sponsor, or issuing agency, or promulgator of the document. 

(In these end the following paragraphs, 'publisher' will be used for 

'publisher*, 'sponsor*, 'issuing agency*, and 'promulgator*, as applicable, 

unless further distinction is necessary.).

The place of publication, if relevant, or the circumstance (including

place) of presentation of the document.

The report rnisber of the doctaent, if given, or the contract or grant 

number.

The original publication or presentation information of the document 

(which may be of the same kind as above) if the document is a reprint,

translation, or similar form.

The serial number, volume number, and issue number of the document, if 

given.

The edition of the document, if given.
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8) The name of the corporate author of the document, il no human author 

is given.

9) Other information which is determined as pertinent, such as the fact 

that a document is a conference paper or that the document is a preprint.

The shove information 1= used in the abstract as applicable. The following

information mast always be given in the REFERENCE field:

1) Hie number of pages or the pagination of the document, whichever is 

applicable.

2} The nuaber of references (or footnotes) used in Uie document, if given.

Certain information is considered to be extraneous to the reference. The

following information is not entered into the REFERENCE field of the abstract:

1} Hie affiliation of the author of the document, unless such affiliation 

can be determined to be the publisher.

2) Hie physic®! form or output/distribution media of the document, such 

as microfilm, microfiche, magnetic tape, book, list, pamphlet, or data 

sheet.

3) The availability of the document, including whether the document is in 

print, from whom and how to order the document, and the price of the document.

h) Hie type of docment, such as Journal, article, book, deposition, col

ls c ties, or index, except as indicated above (Such information, if 

pertinent, may be entered into the TEXT field (see C.13, page III- )).

3) The translator of a document, unless such can be determined to be the 

publisher.
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6) Hie disseminator of the document, unless such can be deteruined to be 

the publisher.

7) The country of origin of the document, unless such origin were otherwise 

unele&r.

8) The proprietary or intrinsic nature of the document, such as federal

or state report, local decree, or company bulletin, unless specifically 

directed.

B.6. Style and Mechanics

Hie decision on how the abstract is written is left to the abstracter. After 

judicious selection of the information concept and the terms to represent such 

concepts, the abstracter should express the information with some expertise, 

or the work effort and the desired document will be lost or rejected. Since 

writing style is subjective, no particular style is recossaended.

Hie abstracter should try to develop continuity in the abstract. For example, 

the abstracter should not end sentences on phrases such as 'are given' or 'is 

discussed'. The reader is, in such cases, forced at that point to go hack over 

the sentence to determine what preceded the phrase. Also, some logical con

nection, if possible, should be made between sentences in the abstract to avoid 

a choppy, stop-and-go effect v > , ■* makes the user vender what all of the verbiage 

means. In addition, to avu'd vslu.g dty, it is good practice to avoid use of 

pronouns, such as 'it' or 'them', which may have hidden antecedents.
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Use abstracter any type tbe abstract (which is a preferred, but not necessary, 

Method). Hie abstract should he typed in upper and lower case, as the infor

mation appears in the document. If the abstract is handwritten, the writing 

should be legible. A good practice is to print, using large capital letters 

to represent capitalization (Initial capital or all upper ease) and snail 

capital letters to represent assail (lower case) letters.

Susbars should be plain, end distinct from letters when ocurring together; for 

exsuqale, the letter 'I' should be distinguished fro® the nuober 'l1 by putting 

serifs (top « d  bottom bars) on the letter, as 'I1; the nusber 'O' should be 

distinguished, fro® the letter 'O' by underlining the letter, as '0/; the letter 

'S' should not look the same as the nisdier '5'; the nuober '6* should not look 

the saase as the letter 'G'; the number '1' should not look the saae as a slash 

'/'; and tbe masher r2* should not look the saae as the letter 'Z'. (When 

using the typewriter, characters which should be differentiated are: the nuober

'O' fro® the letter 'O' by m d e r  lining the letter, as '0/; and tbe nuober *1' 

from the letter by underlining the letter, as ' .1 *'.) It is also good practice 

to know which special eharar ters can be handled in the computer system. For 

example, Greek letters and sysbols cannot be used by the computer, but are impor

tant in a nuober of cases, as in the names of seme chemical compounds and types 

of radiation, and may not be omitted from the abstract. The required procedure 

here la to spell out such symbols as 'alpha', 'beta', 'gamma', and other similar ones.

A SB E ST O S  

Hodgkins d i s e a s e

(Lower Case)

(Initial Capitalisation) 

(Upper Case)
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Any character or special symbol which is in the character set listed in B-7,

Acceptable Characters, page 1X1-37 is acceptable to the system. Special symbols,

including superscripts (such as for exponents), and subscripts (such as in

chemical formulas), which require manipulation of line spacing in the MT/ST

operation, are unacceptable to the system: for example; 'o' (degree), 'X'

(Angstrom), , 'em-", 'H^SO^', '+* (positive ion), (negative ion).

Special symbols which may have imelear meaning or more than one meaning are

unacceptable to the system, such as ' (feet or minutes), " (inches or seconds),

(nuober or pcnsads). Such synfccis, superscripts, and subscripts must he

interpreted by the abstracter; in which case, the interpretation is typed into

the abstract. Subscripts in chemical formulas which might prove difficult to

Interpret, such as C H 0 , are written according to a convention; that is,12 22 11
by placing a hyphen (-) after the subscripted number as C12-H22-011. Subscripts 

or superscripts for isotopes of elements, such as 1C ' or 'C^' are written 

with a hyphen preceding the subscripted or superscripted number, as 'C-13' or 

'C-li', respectively.

One repeated and continuing caution, the abstracter should check his work. Although 

provision can be made in the system to catch some errors, there is less chance of 

errors going into the system if the abstracter tries to catch the errors in the 

first place.

Spelling should be checked carefully, as through misspelling, different words 

than are intended are created, causing rejection or misinterpretation by th? 

system. The abstracter should read through the abstract for continuity to make 

sure that the expressed ideas make sense and to see if words, such as 'not', 

which would change the meaning or clarity of the ideas, are left out.
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B.T. Acceptable Characters

Use following list of characters are in the character set of the magnetic tape 

(MX/SX) input device and ere recognised by the computer system in processing 

sod searching the abstracts. She characters are listed in the order of sorting 

oa the IBt System 360-System 370 computers, which determines which character 

ham precedence in the system. Each character listed is different from every 

other character; for enable, a lower case 'e* is not the same as the upper 

case *!'. Other characters which appear on the MT/ST keyboard are unacceptable 

to the system fbr reasons given in 3.6, style and Mechanics, page 111-26.
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Sorting Sequence

space % a n A H 0 (zero)

* 1 b o B 0 1
■ (period) : c P C P 2

( # d q D Q 3

* § e r E K k

- (hyphen) '(apostrophe) f s F S 5
(ainus)

/ (slash) - S t G T 6

& n h u H U 7

* i V I V 8
« J V J Vf 9

) k X K X

s 1 y L y

ft (c o m m ) m z M z
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C. PROCEDURES FDR VSTSG THE ffiSTMCTXHG/Xm)EXZMG FORI®

C.l. Fora Description

Abstracting foras have been developed for use in preparing input abstracts 

for the HIQSH-1 File. Hie foras are designed to accommodate all pertinent 

information relative to a document in tbe file, in a foraat that is amenable 

to eegsmiter processing and to generation of the desired output abstract. Hie 

fons are applicable to all kinds of documents or information in the HIOSH-1 

File. Hse foras are imprinted with the legend 'FILE HUMBER: RIOSH-1' and Bust

be used hj the abstracter and other persons involved for all abstracts which 

are entered into the eosputer file. Ho other foras nay be used for abstracting 

the HIOSH-1 File.

fhe abstracting foras are a first page fora (Figure l) and a continuation fora 

(Figure 2). Use guidelines for entering information into specific fields of 

the form are given in the numbered paragraphs of this section that correspond 

to the samples in H.gures 1 mid 2. Ihere arc no corresponding nim&era on the 

actual abstracting fores:, the numbers are given on the samples merely as con

venient reference points.

Hie form are arranged to provide fields for carrying information. Hie fields 

are d r a m  to provide free space for printing, using normal-sized letters and 

spaces, Ho computer conventions other than those specified in this guide are 

necessary for writing in the fields. Each field on a form will carry a specified 

kind of information. Only the information which is intended for a particular 

field asy be written in that field: information which is intended for one
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field nay not be written in another field. Each field may have certain con

ventions for vriting in that field. Conventions which are used in one field 

may not apply to another field: the abstracter must enter information only

into the correct field using the correct convention.

Some fields cm the forms provide for control information which must be entered 

onto the forms, but not into the system, The abstracter must not write infor

mation in the control fields that is not specifically called for. The abstracter 

r a t  write only that information in other fields which is intended as input. 

Coraenta, explanations, notes, instructions to the typists, question marks, or 

other ayah 61s, messages, or marks, with the exception of proofreading marks, 

must not be written on the forms.

HOTS: Coraents, notes, instructions, questions, and such messages, when

necessary, may be entered on the Editors Query and Critique Sheet 

(see Appendix 2).

The first page fora is used as the first page of the abstract, and may contain 

a complete abstract. An abstract may extend, however, from the first page 

form onto continuation fonss provided that proper identification of the 

abstract is made on all continuation forms and a count of the total number of 

pages eoi^!rising the abstract is made on the first page. The abstracter must 

not write any portion of the abstract, or any other information, on the back 

of a first page or of a continuation page. The first page form may not be used 

as a continuation form. As many continuation forms as necessary may be used.

The first page form provides fields for control information for use in pro

duction and quality control of the abstract; for identification information fo*-
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Figure 1. Abstracting/Indexing Form - First Page
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POM: SJC-4-73

Figure 2. Abstracting/Indexing Form - Continuation Page
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use in identifying the document that is abstracted and the resultant abstract; 

and for text indorsation dor use in coanunieating and characterizing in the 

abstract the information which is contained in the document.

Hie continuation fbrm provides fields for control and identification information 

linking the continuation pages to the first page of the abstract, and text infor

mation carried over from the first page.

C.2. ABSTRACTER Field

Hie ABSTRACTS!* field provides for identification of the person who abstracts 

the docment.

Each abstract will have en ABSTRACTED field on the first page form and on 

continuation pages, if any. Hie name of the person who prepares the abstract 

is entered into the field in the order, last name, c o m a  (,), space, first 

initial, io other information or punctuation is necessary or desired. Hie 

tuse must be identical on the first page and any continuation pages of the 

abstract.

ABSTRACTER Wesley, P.

Hie ABSTRACTER field must always be filled on the first page and on any 

continuation pages of the abstract.
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C.3. CATE Field

The BATE Field provides for recording the date of completion of abstracting 

the document.

Each abstract will have a HATE field on the first page sod on continuation 

pages, if any. Ihe date is entered into the field as an 8-digit number, i" 

the order, MfDBYTfT, representing the month, day, and year. No punctuation, 

such as hyphens (-) or slashes (/), or spaces can he used in the DATE field, 

ihe date most he identical i«a the first page and on any continuation pages 

of the abstract.

Enables:

(1) 'August k, 1972* should he entered as

DATE 080kl972

(2) 'December 12, 1973' should he entered as 

DATE 12121973

The DATE field moat always he filled on the first page of the abstract and 

on esy continuation pages.

C.k. PAGE OF Field

Use PAGE______OF______ field provides for accounting of the pages (or forms)

which comprise the abstract.

Each abstract will have a PAGE OF field on the first page and on

continuation pages, if any. ihe number* 1' is i sprinted in the 'PAGE' sub field 

of the first page form. The accounting information is entered into the field
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as two nuabers (®ssh having as Massy digits as necessary): the number in the

left portion of the field will represent the page in hand as one of a group 

of pages refcing up the abstract; the number in the ri^it portion of the field 

will represent the total masher of pages of the abstract, the number being 

identical on the first page and all continuation pages, if any.

(1) Abstract courts in g os® page

PAGE 1 OF 1

(2 ) Abstract courts lag three pages

PAGE 1 OF 3 (first page)

PAGE 2 OF 3 (second page) 

PAGE 3 OF __3_(last page)

P A ® ______OF field raist always be filled on the first page and on

any continuation pages of the abstract.

c.5. MIQSH HUMBER Field

fhe BIOSH IUHJIR field provides for identification of the dociment in the 

search file.

Each abstract will have a HIOSH HUMBER field on the first page and on con

tinuation pages, if any. Ute information in the field will be the imprinted 

word ’W1CSB.' and mi 8-digit nuaber, with zero fill to the left (see exaqple, 

III- 39), copies by the abstracter from the document.
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Bad* document that is abstracted must have a unique, permanent HI OSH control 

number which must be preassign&d to the document and only to that, document 

by the Document Control Manager (who assigns the HIOSH number to the library 

file). Hie HIOSH number for the dociaent must be copied identically to the 

microfiche or other copy of the document end to the first page and any con

tinuation page® of the abstract.

A Occident must not be abstracted unless a H10SH control nunber is assigned.
If a docnent is submitted for abstracting and does not carry a HIOSH control 

number, the abstracter must obtain the necessary HIOSH control number from the 

Eecwent Control Manager before attempting to abstract the dociment.

If the abstracter discovers that the same HIOSH control number has been as gned 

to two or more dociraents, the sbstracter must take all such documents to the 

Brcwent Control Meaager. A nee, unique HIOSH number will be assigned to each 

doeweat vhicb bears the duplicated ntraber.

® j®e a collective doewent, such as a collection of papers from a symposium, 
is subdivided to produce multiple documents, e.g., the collection being divided 

into individual papers that will be abstracted separately, each such document 

produced is as entity, separate and distinct from the collection and from each 

other. (See MOTE 1, page III-39; see also C.8, page III-U5.) Each document must 

have its unique HIOSH masher. Hie original HIOSH number assigned to the collective 

docwent Is used for the abstract which represents the collection. The abstract 

for each individual dociment must carry the unique HIOSH number assigned to that 

individual docissent. Before abstracting such documents, the abstracter must take

«
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the doctmsents to the Doerasent Control Manager, in which case, a tmique BIOSH 

number will be assigned to each document that will be abstracted.

Id some cases, as with periodicals containing various articles, the collective 

document may be subdivided to form multiple documents, with an abstract to be 

produced for each individual document, but with no abstract to be produced for 

the collective doeraent. Each individual document must be assigned a unique 

U G S H  eiai>er» with that 1I0SH number being assigned to the Pibstr&et for the 

document. Since the collective document will not be abstracted, no HXQSH nusher 

is assigned to the collective document; that is, the BIOSH number which has 

been preassigned to the collective document is removed from the collective 

doc went, and nay be used for another document, possibly the first individual 

doessiBnt frsa the collective document. In such cases, the abstracter m a t  t@ke 

th® collective document to M e  Document Control Manager so that the HIG6H nissber 

can be reassigned. So BIOSH number should be assigned or reassifpied to any 

document by the abstracter: Hie BIOSH number assigrwnt must be made only by

the Document Control Manager. (See BOOS 1, page III-39.}

For reports, articles, and other documents in printed (hard copy) form, the 

BIOSH control nuaber information which is to he used by the abstracter will be 

foiBid on tiie first page or the cover of the document. For documents received 

by the abstracter in microfiche form, the BIOSH control number information 

will be found on the microfiche jacket. (See BOTE 3, page HI-39-) For other 

fOrma of documents, such as microfilm, the abstracter will be apprised of where 

and how to find the applicable BIOSH control nissber information.
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Examples:

(1) '197' spearing mi microfiche Jacket:
1X05H BUIBER: IIOSHOOOQQ19?

(2) '1900' appearing oe first page of document; abstract comprising tiro pages:

MXQSH am®SR: HIOSHQOOOigOO (PAGE 1 OF 2 )

MI OSH HUMBER: HI0SH00Q01900 (PAGE 2 OF 2 )

MOTE 1: Us® abstracts supervisor will make the decision for abstracting a

collective document as one document, or as multiple documents, based 

upon whether the individual docisssnts are identifiable entities.

When the abstracter finds that a document may contain identifiable 

documents which may be abstracted separately, the abstracter should 

take the collective docwent to the abstracts supervisor to obtain 

the decision fOr abstracting the docuaent(s).

SGTE 2: In some cases, a collective document M y  he foumd on one set of

microfiche. Use HIOSH number for each individual document subdivided 

from the collective document is entered on the microfiche Jacket.

MOTE 3: Since the HIOSH control number information, which identifies documents

in microfiche form, is written on the microfiche Jacket, rather than 

on the microfiche itself, the abstracter must take care in returning 

the microfiche to its proper identifying Jacket.

ihe HIQSH HUMBER field must be filled on the first page and on all continuation 

pages of each abstract.
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C.6. ACCSSSIC® I0MH field

Hie ACCESSION HWBER field provides for identification of the document in the 

library file of the information system from which the document was generated 

or disseminated.

Each abstract will have an ACCESSION HUMBER field on the first page of the 

E.bstract. Hie information which is entered into the field will be alphanumeric. 

*J&e entry is called the abstract accession number and requires both a source 

identifier and a document accession nuidber to be complete. The source identi

fier will precede the document accession number in the field, with a space for 

separation. Upper case letters will be used for all letters in the entry. The 

abstract accession number is determined as specified below, with the document 

accession ntafcer being copied exactly as appearing on the document!, Ho other 

information or punctuation is needed or desired in the field.

The principal sources will be identified in the ACCESSXCSl HUMBER field:

Rational Technical Information Services, which has the source 

identifier, H U S

International Occupational Safety and Health Information Center, 

which has the source identifier, CIS

The HIOSH libraries and reference rooms, which are the prime sources for all 

documents in the system, will not be identified in the ACCESSION HUMBER field,

inless otherwise specified.



So b s decussate will not show an identifiable source library or information 

system. Such documents will be presumed to have the MIOSH libraries as the 

source, in which case the ACCESSION HUMBER field is left blank, imless other

wise specified.

Additional document sources are expected to be used in the system, and the 

appropriate identifiers will be given for use in the ACCESSION NUMBER field 

as the sources are developed. Until other source identifiers are specified, 

no source identifiers except ’NTIS' or 'CIS* can be used unless the abstracter 

is so directed by the person responsible for the abstracting.

Docwenta which use the NTIS source identifier are usually on microfiche (see 

Exasgsle 1), with the letters ‘HITS' on the microfiche jacket; however, some 

HTXS documents may be in hard copy form. In either case, the vords 'National 

Technical Information Service' will be on the document, itself.

Documents which use the CIS identifier m«v be on microfiche, in which case, 

the CIS identification is made on the microfiche Jacket; or the document may 
be in hard copy form, in which case, the CIS identification is written on the 

cover or first page of the document as a CIS (document) accession number. The 

handwritten CIS nutter is always preceded by 'CIS' and is usually underlined 

or circled in colored ink. In some cases, CIS documents, particularly hard 
copies, may carry additional accession numbers which have been generated by 

previous information sources (see Example 2). In such cases, the abstracter 

must use only the accession number indicated as the CIS accession number: no

other accession number may be used. When the abstracter has difficulty in 

finding an accession number, or, in the case of multiple accession numbers,
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deciding which accession silver should he used on the abstract, the abstracter 

should consult a knowledgeable person or his supervisor for help in the 

determination.

HOIS: The accession nusfeer is generated as part of an information system by 

a library or information service to identify the document together 

with the originator of the document. For example, 'JPRS 5227k' on an 

HES-diBsesisiated document indicates that the document was generated 

by Joint Publications Research Service and has the serial number '5227k'. 

It is not necessary to know what the accession number means or stands 

for, with the exception that such information might be helpful in the 

case of some documents in determining who is the publisher; e.g., the 

accession nusber ’AD 722 733' would indicate that an agency of the 

Defense Department generated the document. It is important, however, 

to enter the accession number Into the abstract, if the nusber exists. 

Ezas^les:

(1) Microfiche with PB 23k l6j> in upper left corner, HTIS on jacket: 

ACGESSIGS HUMBER B U S  PB 23k 165

(2) Hard copy with the nusbers PB 23k 165 and (handwritten) CIS 23k 1972: 

ACCESSI® HUMBER CIS 23k 1972

Hie ACC8SSIC® HUMBER field must always be filled when an accession number 

is available.
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C.7. HJOSH SOURCE Field

The 9I0SH SOURCE field provides for identification of documents generated 

throu#i NIOSH or MIOSH-sponsored research.

Each abstract will have a NIOSH SOURCE field on the first page of the abstract. 

The information which will be entered into the field vill be alphanumeric, 

and will be a HXOSH source identifier consisting of a lower case letter, ’a*, 

*b', or "c* designating a document source, as specified below; or a lower case 

letter, *d’ or 'e', followed by a hyphen and a HIOSH contract number or grant 

nradier, as specified below. The contract number or grant number is entered 

into the field exactly as found on the document, with indicated spacing and 

capitalization. No other information or punctuation in the field is necessary 

or desired.

The MIOSH source identifier is used for documents written by NIOSH personnel, 

solely or Jointly with persons from other organizations, or by persons working 

raider sponsorship of NIOSH, whether or not the document is published by NIOSH. 

Most documents for the HIOSH-1 file have not been generated by NIOSH personnel 

or raider NIOSH sponsorship, and will not require a NIOSH source identifier; 

for such documents, the NIOSH SOURCE field is left blank.

The NIOSH source identifiers are as follows:

a. Bocissent by NIOSH personnel for non-NI05H-generated publication or 

presentation.

b. Unpublished document by NIOSH or NIOSH personnel.

c. Bocraaent published by NIOSH.
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d. (Plus contract nuafoer) Document published under MIOSH contract.

e. (Plus great nudber) Document published under HIOSH grant.

Other source identifiers say he generated as the NIOSH-1 file is developed.

Ukttil such identifiers are made a part of the system, no other source identi

fiers may he used unless the abstracter is specifically instructed by the 

abstracting supervisor.

Hie reference for doeussents with HI(X>H source identifiers will be constructed 

in the emae way os for dociraents without such identifiers (see C.10, page HI-58) 

the KEFES5SCE field is not influenced by the source identifier.

Hie abstracter is responsible for identifying HI OSH or NIOSH-sponsored documents. 

Some documents may carry the source in the bibliography or acknowledgement; 

other docsswnts may show the MIOSH relation in the author affiliation, which 

the abstracter should note; the Document Control Manager may assist such infor

mation is some eases.

Some doetraents may not carry the words 'HIOSH' or 'Hatlonal Institute for 

Occupational Safety sad Health.' Documents with agency names such as 'Bureau 

of Occupational Safety and Health' or 'Branch of Occupational Safety and Health' 

are considered to he HIOSH source documents. Documents which carry the names 

'Health Services and Mental Health Administration' or 'HSMHA,' 'Public Health 

Service' or 'PHS,' or 'Department of Health, Education, and Welfare' or 'HEW' 

are considered to he HIOSH source documents if the abstracter can determine 

that the documents are from HIOSH or HIOSH personnel. As the abstracter be

comes more familiar with documents in the system, keys may be established for
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list® raising HI05H source documents on such bases as known MI OSH authors and 

operations. Hi© abstracter is cautioned, however, not to ascribe a NIOSH 

relationship when no such relationship exists.

If the abstracter has difficulty in determining what the NIOSH source identifiers 

for a document should be, the abstracter should consult a knowledgeable person 

or the abstracts supervisor to find out the NIOSH source information.

When a document is indicated as being published through a contract or grant, 

and no contract or grant number is given, the appropriate NIOSH source indenti- 

fier is entered into the HIOSH SOURCE field as the NIOSH source identifier.

(1) Article written by BXC&H scientist for a non-NIOSH Journal:

H O S E  SOURCE a
(2) Report generated for project under NIOSH grant number, GR123^56:

NIOSH SOURCE e-GR123^56

(3) Report generated under NIOSH contract, no contract number given:

NIOSH SOURCE d

The NIOSH SOURCE field must always be filled on tbe first page of the abstract 

when a NIOSH source can be determined.

C.8. TITLE Field

The TITLE field provides for identification of the document on the basis of 

the doeuaent title aa r. unique, distinguishable document in the NIOSH-1 file.
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Each abstract will have a TITLE field oa the first ;&ge of the abstract. The 

information which is entered into the field will be alphanumeric and will be 

the actual entire title of the document, including punctuation, which is being 

abstracted. The information is entered into the TITLE field exactly as found 

on the document, using capitalisation as indicated. Ho other information or 

punctuation in the field is necessary or desired.

Each document for the HIOSH-1 file must have a title which identifies the 

docuaent before the document can be abstracted. The abstracter is responsible 

for making sure that each document is properly identified through the title 

on the abstract. If a document is assigned for abstracting, and the title 

information is Biasing, Incomplete, or cannot be determined, the abstracter 

must return the dociaaent to the Doctseent Control Manager who is responsible 

for obtaining the title information for the document.

The title must refer to one document only, as a distinct entity, and to no 

other document or part of a document. In this light, the following precepts 

must be observed in determining the title for a document:

1) A book or other collective document which contains other documents can

be abstracted as one document covering all of the other documents in the 

entire unit, as long as the title for the entire unit is used. For 

example, the proceedings of a conference in which individual papers are 

presented can be abstracted as one document for the entire proceedings.

In this case, the title of the document and the resultant abstract is the 

title of the proceedings.
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2) Documents contained in other collective documents, such as papers in 

proceedings or articles in a Journal, can be abstracted as individual 

documents, whether or not already covered by an abstract for the collec

tive document, as long as each document abstracted is a distinct entity, 

with an identifying title (see ROTE 1 above). In such cases, the title 

of each abstracted document is the title of the individual document 

rather than the title of the collective document from which the abstracted 

document is taken. For example, a book entitled, "Problems of High Tem

perature Environments," containing technical papers, would generate an 

abstract bearing the title given for the book; a paper in the book entitled, 

"Effects of Long-Time Exposure to Heat on W o r k e r s w o u l d  generate the 

abstract bearing the title, "The Effects of Long-Tine Exposure to Heat

on Workers," rather than, "Problems of High Temperature Environments"

(which information should go into the reference (see C.10, page III-58)).

3) The title of the document being abstracted must be entered into the 

TITLE field in English.

Titles of documents in foreign languages must be translated into English, 

by the abstracter or through assistance of the abstracting supervisor, 

before the documents can be abstracted.

When foreign language titles are translated, the language of the document 

is indicated as the last word, in parentheses, of the TEXT field (see 

C.13, page III-8o)< The foreign language title is not carried in the 

TITLE field or elsewhere in the abstract. These provisions are not 

required for the name or language of a collective document from which
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such docvaants arc abstracted, such name being carried as gives in the 

REfEHUfCE field (see C.10, page 111-58), and the language of the col

lective publication not being germane to the abstracted document.

For example, the title for the Genian language article, "Inspsktion des 

Kraftfahrseugs," in the French language Journal, "Comptes Rendus,” or the 

fiiglish language publication, "Industrial Hygiene,” should be entered into 

the TITI2 field as "Inspection of Motor Vehicles." The language of the 

article would be entered into the 3EXT field as "(German)."

lbs title of a document which has British spelling is entered into the 
TTPI® field with British spellings. However, British spelling should not 

be m e d  in the 3EXT field of the abstract. For example, "Biscolouraticns 

Caused by Utilisation of Sulphur Coapounds", would be entered into the 

TITLE field for a document with this spelling; however, 'discolorations' 

'utilisation' and 'sulfur' would be proper spellings in the 1SXT field, 

if the terms were used.

k) The full title of the abstracted document must be entered into the TITI£ 

field of the abstract. In some cases, as in microfiche legends, the 

document title may be truncated or altered for economy of space. In such 

cases, the full title of the document must be copied from the document 

itself as may be seen on the first page or cover, either on the microfiche 

reader screen or hard copy print. For example, the title in the microfiche 

legend as "Carcinogenic Effects of the Aromatic Compounds, Methyl&mine, 

etc.", should be entered into the TITLE field as "Carcinogenic Effects
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of the Aromatic Compounds, Methylamlne, Diphenylamlne, Phenaphthelene, 

and Ethylaaine," if such were the case.

In the rare case that the document title is longer than 255 characters, 

the abstracter should terminate the title in the TITLE field on the last 

full word before the 255 character limit, enter the word 'truncated' in 

parentheses in the TITLE field, and continue the title, after the entry 

of the word 'title' in parentheses, in the TEXT field (see Note 2, page 

III- 52; see also C.13, page III-80).

All parts of a multiple-part title, including the indicated punctuation, 

must be entered into the TITLE field of the abstract: A title entry which 

does not comprise the complete title is unacceptable, as the identity 

of the document might be compromised.

The multiple-part title is generally used for added identification or 

clarification when the root part of the title is insufficient for dis

tinction or is unclear. The multiple-part title may usually be distin

guished from a title with subtitles in that the parts of the multiple-part 

title seldom stand alone, whereas the title in the title/aubtltle is an 

entity. The multiple-part title usually contains punctuation, with the 

initial part. For example:

Effects of Carbon Monoxide Poisoning— A Study of Environmental

Pollution
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However, the multiple-part title sssy sometimes not contain punctuation; 
for exaiqile:

Carcinogenic Activity (The cosamon title of a group of

doc m e a t s )

Part I: Blood Chest cel Changes (The distinctive title of a

specific document of the group)

Ho punctuation other than the punctuation occurring In the title In the 

docment should be used in the abstract title. If no punctuation Is used 

In the document title, as In the second example above, the multiple-part 

title should be entered into the TITLE field with the parts of the title 

on separate lines (tier fashion).

In determining whether a multiple-part title or a title/suhtltle construc

tion Is used for a docment, when definite connection la not shorn through 

punctuation, the abstracter must determine whether each component of the 

information is a logical, intended part of the document title. Only the 

docment title can be entered into the TITLE field.

The truncation rule cited in the previous paragraph (it) applies for 

multiple-part titles which are longer than 255 characters.

6 ) Subtitles, section end paragraph headings, snd subheadings are not a part 

of the title, and should not be included in the TITLE field, whether such 

devices explain or extend the title. Where a document has a second title, 

given to clarify or extend the first title, the second title is considered 

to be a subtitle snd not a part of the title of the document. Again, the
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chief distinction for the title/subtitle construction, ss opposed to the 

multiple-part title, is that the subtitle is not explicitly or illicitly 

a part of the title.

Examples of the title/subtitle constructions are (using the previous 

multiple-part title examples):

Effects of Carbon Monoxide Poisoning (Title of a Document)

A Study of Environments! Pollution (second title; no connecting 

punctuation; no implication as part of first title)

and

Carcinogenic Activity (the title of a document)

Part I: Blood Chemical Changes (subtitle for part of the document).

Only the title should be entered into the TITLE field. Tie subtitle, 

heading, or subheading should not be Joined to the title by any form of 

punctuation and entered into the title citation; otherwise, the title 

citation would be falser Tie information of the subtitles, headings, and 

subheadings should be carried in the body of the abstract. Such infor

mation need not be a word-for-word transliteration, but should carry the 

intended information.

In some cases, a title might not be indicative of the contents of a document, 

and an explanatory note might be appended to the title for clarification 

by someone other than the author. Such appendages are not considered to 

be a part of the title no matter how clear they make the document contents.

Tie abstracter must keep in mind that the title is used to identify, rather
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than explains the docwant in the abstracting process. Any title other 

than the exact title is a false identification of the docunent.

Other precepts concerning the title will be advanced to the abstracter by know

ledgeable persons during the abstracting of documents. Ih® abstracter is

expected to make logical decisions and to use good Judgment in handling document

titles.

Examples:

1) Microfiche, bearing legend: A Study of toxicological Effects of Carbon

Monoxide, Carbon Dioxide, Etc.

TITLE A Study of Toxicological Effects of Carbon Monoxide, Carbon Dioxide, 

and Other Respirable Gaaes (as appearing on hard copy)

2) Article, entitled: Kraftstoff aus Aromatischen Bestandteilen 

TITLE Aromatic Fuels

3) Report, entitled: Assay of Pesticide Residual Toxicity. 2. Dieldrin

TITLE Assay of Pesticide Residual Toxicity. 2. Dieldrin

HOTS 1: Rot only the title, but other factors may also determine whether a

document is an identifiable entity, such as authors (C.2) and references 

(C.10).

HOTS 2: A constraint of the DOC PROC system, which is used by the cosgmter

for processing and retrieving the abstracts, is that a field of the 

bibliography of the abstract (see C.5 through C.12) may not exceed 

255 characters, fields in excess of this limit causing the abstract 

to be rejected by the system.
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D w  TITLE field must always be filled on the first page of the abstract.

C.9. AUTHOR(S) Field

The AUTKOR(S) field provides for identification of the person(s) who generated 

the document which is to be abstracted.

Each abstract will have an AUTHOR(S) field on the first page of the abstract. 

The information that is entered into the field will be alphanumeric and will 

specify the name(s) of the author(s) of the document.

The author of a document is the person who wrote or generated the document. 

Authorship of a document can be implied or expressed in the document. Some

times » it is necessary to make an interpretation or judgment as to who is the 

actual author, particularly when different, sets of names are given, as for sane 

books or technical papers. For many technical reports, usually from government 

agencies, but also from companies and institutions, the names of department or 

agency heads, cosmdttee officers, contracting officers, or other persona who 

are responsible for generation or publication of the documents are listed on 

the cover sheet or elsewhere in the reports. Such persons are generally not 

the authors of the documents. In many such cases, the nasse(s) of the author(s) 

can be seen after the words 'prepared by,' 'by,' or some such indicator.

A docmaent need not show an author as a requisite for abstracting. When the 

name of a person is given as author of a document, however, the name must be 

entered into the AUTHOR(S) field of the abstract. Most documents that will be 

abstracted for the NIOSH-1 file will have designated authors; some documents 

may give none of these.
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The abstracter is responsible for determining whether the name is given and 

what the m b s  is. The author information will be entered into the field exactly 

as given in the document, according to the rules set forth below, with appro

priate initial capitalisation end indicated punctuation. Ho other information 

or punctuation in the field ia necessary or desired.

The names of corporate authors ore not entered into the AUTHOR(S) field: Only

the naan of persons can be entered into the field. The names of corporate 

authors when used can he entered only in the REFERENCE field (see Note 1). If 

no person is given as author, the AUTHOR(S) field is left blank.

When there is one author for a document, the m b b  of the author is inverted 

and is entered into the AUTHOR(S) field in the order:

last nan, co m a  (,), space, first initial, period (.), space, second 

initial (if given), period.

Additional Initials may be listed in the same format (see Example 1, page 111-56).

When there is more than one author for a document, the name of the first author 

listed will be inverted and entered in the AUTOOR(S) field in the above order 

with a following coma; the naoe(s) of additional author(s) will then be listed 

straightforwardly, as given, with appropriate spacing and punctuation, using 

comas for separation, and preceding the name of the last author by 'and*. (See 

Examples 2 and 3i see also NOTE 1.) The format for entering the name of multiple 

authors can be seen as:
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(first author) last nans, c o w ,  space, first initial, period, space, 

second initial, period, c o w ,  space, (second author) first initial, 

period, space, second initial, period, space, last muas, coma, 'and'

(last author) first initial, period, space, second initial, period, space,

last n s m

Given (first and middle) names of authors are not entered into the AUTHOR(S) 

field: the initial letters of the nanes are used. (See NOTE 2, page III-5T )

Appendages to surnames, such as 'Jr.', 'Sr.', or 'III', are considered to be 

part of the name and are included in the AUTHOR(S) field. The appendage 

follows the last given name, if the author name is inverted, or the surname 

if the author name is not inverted, using a conaa and space separation for 

either case. For example:

Jones, M. F., Sr., and A. B. Triable, Jr.

Titles, academic degrees, and other such appendages, such as 'Dr.', 'Ms.',

*Fh. D.', 'M. D.', or 'Director', are not considered to be a part of the name, 

and are not included in the AUTHOR(S) field.

The editor of a book, unless another author is specified, is considered to be 

the author of the book. The editor should be indicated as such, however, by 

the abbreviation 'Ei.', with conaa separation and preceded by a space, after 

the editor's name in the AUTHOR(S) field.

The editor of a book or document which is a collection of other documents that 

have a central theme or themes, such as conference proceedings, is the author 

of the collective document, whether or not the editor expounds on the theme. The
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persons mho contribute the individual doeiamits In the collection are the 

authors of the individual doeimeats. When preparing the abstract for the col

lection» such preparation being necessary because of the central thene of the 

collection, the nose of the editor is entered in the AUTHOR(S) field. When 

preparing abstracts for the individual dociments of the collection, the naaes 

of the authors of such doc nasals are entered in the AUTHOR(S) field, os applic

able; and the naaa of the editor of the collection, if available, is included 

in the BEFEKEICE field (see C.10, page 111-50).

The editor or a Barter of the editorial staff for a Journal, or other such pub

lication which contains a collection of docunents but which does not have a 

central them, is not the author of the collection, or of any part of the col

lection (wless specified as the author of an individual docuaent in the 

collection).

Hie translator of a doc uaent from a foreign language is not the author of the 

dociment unless so specified: lhe original writer of the docuaent which has

since been translated is the author of the docuaent. If no original author is 

given and the translator is not identified as the author, the AUTHOR(S) field is 

left blank.

When a docuaent is a review or discussion of (mother docuaent, the author who 

■akes the review or discussion is the author of the dociment that is being 

abstracted. The author of the docuaent that is being reviewed or discussed 

should be aenticned in the abstract text.
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Hie writers of portions of a document which cannot he identified as entities, 
such as untitled chapters in a book, uid which therefore cannot be abstracted, 
are not the authors of the entire document, unless so specified. If such 
authorship is not specified, the editor or person responsible for generation 
of the entire document is considered to be the author.

Examples:
(1) Single author

AUTHQR(S) Vllanilam. J. C.
(2) Two authors

AOTHOR(S) Pustilnik, J., and T. Linletski
(3) Multiple authors

AU5S0R(S) Langp » L., M. Fishman, M. Tate, and B. J. Johnson 
(U) Authors with appendages to nans

AUESGR(S) Jackson. C. H-. Jr., and K. V. Patrick. Ill

10SE 1: Hie AU3MQR(s) citation should not contain two 'end's'. Hie construction;
Hechter, P., ®ad P. Saalmm, and D. Kollias 
is incorrect.
Hie construction should be:

Wachter, P., P. Seal man, and D. Kollias

HOTE 2: Hie initial for the name of somr Slavic language authors, particulary
Russian, may be two letters, as 'Kh.,' which has no equivalent in 
English, the two letters thus being entered into the abstract.



The AUTHOR(S) field is filled on the first page of the abstract when a human 
author is given for the document.

C.10. REFERENCE Held

The REFERENCE field provides for identification of the publication or presenta
tion source, description of the publication or presentation circumstances of 
the document, and certain information descriptive of the document itself.

Each abstract has a REFERENCE field on the first page of the abstract. The 
information that is entered into the field will be alphanumeric and will be 
in relatively free form within a general format, comprising different sets of 
information according to the document wbich is being abstracted. The infor
mation sets will be entered into the field with appropriate, standard punctua
tion as found in normal bibliographic citations, indicated capitalization of 
letters, and in acceptable characters, using commas to separate information 
sets and a period to terminate the field. In rare cases, where necessary, a 
semicolon may be used to separate compound information sets from other infor
mation.

Each document for the NIOSH-1 file must have a complete reference citation 
which identifies and describes the document before the document can be abstracted. 
The abstracter is responsible for making sure that a valid reference is made 
to a document through the reference citation on the abstract. If a document 
is assigned for abstracting and the reference information is missing or cannot 
be determined, the abstracter must return the document to the Document Control 
Manager for the needed information or for disposition of the document.
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33m  reference is always to the actual document being abstracted as a distinct, 
identifiable entity, the reference cannot refer to both the document being 
abstracted and another document.

A collective document such as a book or Journal can be cited as an identifiable 
entity containing all of the documents in the collection. The name of the col
lective document ia the title of the abstract and the publication information 
makes up the reference.

The individual identifiable documents in a collective document may be cited as 
entities on the basis of the identity of the collection. In such cases, the 
names of the individual documents are the titles of the corresponding abstracts 
the name of the collective document is the reference common to the individual 
documents.

Um  reference on the abstract must contain all of the pertinent information 
needed, with the title (and author, if given), to locate a document in the 
NIOSH-1 library file. The reference must be accurate so that the document 
indicated in the reference can be found and is the document abstracted. Incom
plete or misleading information may cause the desired document to be missed in 
a search, or cause the wrong document to be found.

The reference is made on the basis that the document vhich is being abstracted 
is a unique, permanent, final publication with identifiable characteristics.
A change in the identification characteristics of a document, such as volume 
and issue number for a continuously published Journal, generates a nev document 
An unpublished document, such as a committee report or a preprinted document,
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is treated as a published document; a reprinted document is cited according 
to the source given. Documents are referenced by the aetual name of the 
documents in the language published. Translations of documents ere referred 
to in terms of the English language translation.

General formats for the reference are the publisher-oriented format for documents 
that are published only once with no change in identifiable characteristics 
and the publication-oriented format for documents that are published through 
change in identifiable characteristics (and contents). Either format is used 
where applicable and may be combined where necessary to make the proper document 
reference. In most cases, the REFERENCE field will require more information 
than imediately apparent in the formats shown, to the level of specificity 
required by the system or as dictated by the document (see B.5, page III-22).

The publisher-oriented format is:
Publisher, place, number of pages, number of references

Other relevant information may be incorporated into the format for such 

references as:

Corporate author, place; sponsoring agency, place, report number, pages, 
number of references 

or
Publisher, place, edition, volume number, number of pages, number of 

references
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The publication-oriented format is:
Publication, aerial number, voluss number, issue number, pagination, 

number of references

Other relevant information may be incorporated into the format, for such 
references as:

Publication, publisher, place, volume number, issue number, pagination, 
number of references 

or
Publication, publisher (Reprinted from....), place, volume number,

issue nuiAer, number of pages, number of references

To facilitate computer searching and to assure a consistent, logical output 
format for the abstract, some conventions have been developed for abstracting 
the information for the REFERENCE field.

The abstracter is expected to be knowledgeable of, and to use, such conventions. 
No conventions except the conventions given in this guide may be used by the 
abstracter unless specifically directed by the abstracting supervisor.

Some documents will provide information that vill not fall conveniently into 
the f ornate presented here. For example, some Journals may use serial numbers 
only, volume and issue numbers only, issue number only, or any combination, or 
none of these. Some information, such as acknowledgments, may require special 
handling for different documents.

The date of publication or presentation of the document is not entered into 
the REFERENCE field, but is entered into the PUBLICATION DATE field (see C.11,
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page III-7M, for the abstract. If a document ware presented at a conference 
or sinilar situation, the date(s) of the conference would be entered into the 
REFERENCE field, end the date of presentation of the document (which might he 
the sane riate) would he entered into the PUBLICATION DATE field.

The date a document is submitted, received, or accepted is not entered into 
the REFERENCE field, hut is entered in the SUMBISblON DATE field (see C.12, 
pas» 111-76).

The nu*£>er of pages which comprise the document, or the pagination of the 
abstracted doctneet in a cited collective document, whichever is applicable, 
mat always he cited in the REFERENCE field - as the last entry when no citations 
are given in the documents or as the next-to-l&at entry when such references 
are given (see Enables 1 and 10).

The nuaber of references (or footnotes) cited in the document must be cited in 
the REFERENCE field, as the last entry, whenever such references are made (see 
Example l). If no references are cited, the entxy is omitted (see Example 11).
'Bo references' is entered in the field only when a document indicates 
that references are made, such as on the cover sheet of a technical report, 
and the indicated citations are not made in the document (see Example 2).

The needed reference information for the abstract may generally he found on 
the cover or transmittal sheet of technical reports generated for or by the 
government, hut may be found on the cover, first page, inside pages, or last 
pages of most documents. Some of the information bright be in varying degrees 
of completeness, or aright be omitted from a document. Some of the information 
aright be cited incorrectly in the document or on the cover sheet.
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The abstracter amt gather the information for reference of a document and must 
decide vhat information is pertinent. Before writing the text of the abstract, 
the abstracter must determine whether the information is present for making a 
complete and useable reference and must ensure that the reference information 
is cited correctly in the REFERENCE field of the abstract. 'Ihe abstracter 
should try at all times to glean the necessary reference information from the 
document in hand. Failing in this, the abstracter should use other information 
sources as available. In seme cases, particularly for microfiche or Xerox 
copies of articles from Journals, and for acronyms and abbreviated Journal names 
the proper reference migit be made by finding the original document through 
reference, directory, or bibliographic sources in the library. As a final 
resort, the abstracter should consult the abstracting supervisor to determine 
vhat the reference citation should be (and consequently, whether the document 
can be abstracted).

Some general and specific guidelines are given below, which must be interpreted 
and followed consistently by all abstracters.

l) Document Hame/Publisher
The general practice for making a reference is to list the name of the 
document and the publisher if the document is published once, but to 
give the name of the document and omit the name of the publisher if the 
document is published on a periodical or continuing basis. Documents 
such as books, reports, and technical papers are published once, however 
many times they may be reprinted in new editions. For such documents 
the name of the document and the name of publisher are used, with other
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relevant information such as place of publication, edition, or report 
number (see Exaaple 1). Documents such as magazines, newspapers, Journals, 
or registers are published periodically. For such publications, the 
document name is used without the name of the publisher (unless necessary 
for clarification) and with other relevant information such as volume 
and issue number (see Exssgile U). For some published translations of 
documents, the original name of the document ia cited with the publisher 
of the translation (see Paragraph 3; see also Examples 6 and 7)-

Pagination
A document which is a component of a collective document is cited on 
the basis of the pagination of the collective document. For example, 
the citation for a paper comprising the 10 pages *333' through ’3̂ 2' 
of a conference proceedings of greater length would be 'pages 333-3̂ 2'
(see Exazsple 2).

A document which is not a component of a collective document ia cited on 
the basis of mutoer of pages, regardless of pagination. For exasg>le, a 
report with the pagination 'i' through 'iv' and '1* through *20' would 
be cited as '2b pages' (see Exaĵ >le l).

Some Journals use a form of double pagination, one set being for the 
issue, and the other set being for the volume of which the issue is a 
part. For example, an article may carry page umbers of 12-20 for issue 
ntrabsr U of volume 2k and, at the same time, have page numbers 222-230 
relating to the pages published in volume 2k. Both sets of pagination 
are carried in the REFERENCE field, with separation by a slash, the entry 
being in the exâ >le, 12-20/222-230 (see Example k).
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In i o m published translations, the document in the original language 
may have been a part of another document, but is presented in the trans
lation as a separate unit with new pagination. For exasple, an article 
fron Vol. 3̂ » Vo. 2 of 'Stal', pages 8U8-860, may be published in the 
translation alnply as pages '1-12' under the title of the article, rather 
than under the title of the collective doeuaent, and with no volume or issue 
number. The citation for the exasple would be '12 pages' (see Example 5) •

Translations
When a document is published as a translation, the reference is cited as 
given in the translation rather than as in the original, lhe rule applies 
for document name; serial, volume, and issue numbers; pagination; or 
other information which has been changed from the original. Some trans
lations may be published with a completely translated reference. For 
enu^le, an article published in "Hygiene and Sanitation, Vol. 21, Ho. 5, 
pages 5-7", may have been translated from 'Gigiena 1 Sanltariya, Vol. 35,
Ho. U, pages 8-10' (see Exssple 6). Other translations may carry par
tially translated references. For ezasple, an article from 'Cosptes Rendus, 
Vol. 30, Ho. U' may be published in the translation Cossptes Rendus,
Vol. 3, Ho. 2' (see Exâ >le 7)• For all documents, the reference is 
cited in terns of the document in hand.

The original name, and all relevant information, for the cited document 
is carried in parentheses next to the name of the publisher of the trans
lation. The original name must not be cited after the translated name 
unless the names were published in this arrangement (see Note below). For
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example, the citation for the publisher of the above article published 
in 'Hygiene and Sanitation' by the National Science Foundation would be 
'Rational Science Foundation (Gigicna i Sanitariya, Vol. 35, Ho. •»,
pages 8-10). (See Examples 6 and 7>)

ROSS: This convention is adopted to prevent confusion of search strategy
when searching on document titles. If a document were published 
as 'Hygiene and Sanitation', 'Hygiene and Sanitation (Oigiena i 
Sanitariya)' would be a false citation.

Publisher Subdivisions

Any cited subdivisions of the publisher are listed in the order sasllest 
to largest, the sane holding true ft ' location or place of publishing.
For example, a citation for a HIOSH publication night be:

Rational Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, U.S. Depart
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare, Cincinnati, Ohio, 

or
Office of Research and Standards Development, Rational Institute 
for Occupational Safety end Health, Public Health Service, U.S. 
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, (etc.), 

to the given level of apecifity (see Exa^les 2 and 8).

Place of Publication
The place of publication is cited for documents which are published once, 
but is omitted for periodical publications. One known place of publication 
of the document in hand is cited. For example, a book published by
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McGraw-Hill Company ®i$it list officea in London, Hew York, end 
Ontario. A UnitaJ. 3tates copyright could Indicate 'New York’ as the 

citation.

The installations at which sene large agencies are located can be con
sidered to be citable place names. For example, Wright-Patterson Air 
Force Base at Dayton, Ohio, can be cited as 1Wright-Patterson Air Force 
Base, Ohio' (see Example l).

Unless necessary for distinction, the location may be omitted for some 
organizations, particularly government agencies in national capitals.
For example, the Department of the A n y  may be presumed to be in Washington,
D.C.; the place name is omitted. However, a division or branch of the 
Any, or other organization, is best cited in conjunction with a location.
In this light, the city of publication for a NIOSH doc went mi git not be 
cited, unless the need exists for citing the Cincinnati, Ohio, site rather 
than the Rockville, Maryland, site.

Corporate Author

So ds documents will have corporate authors. (A 'corporate author* here 

means an agency, university department, company, laboratory facility, or 

some such organization which generates a document, usually as a result 

of some work performed.) Where documents do not list human authors, the 

corporate author information is important for indicating the agency or 

organization which generated the document; otherwise, the corporate 

author is unnecessary. The corporate author is the first entry in the



REFERENCE field (see Example 8}, when cited, followed by the editor, if 
given, and the publisher of the document, in that order, as applicable 

(see Example lU).

Unknown Publisher
When a publisher or Issuing agency is not listed for a document, the
sponsoring agency, or corporate author, in that order, may be cited as 
the publisher. For exaaple, a document generated 1 George Washington 
University, as corporate author, wider sponsorship of the National 
Library of Medicine, would be cited, 'National Library of Medicine'. If 
none of the above are listed, the affiliation of the author (which is 
otherwise not used in the REFERENCE field citation) can be considered to 
be a corporate author and the publisher (see Example 8).

Series

Some documents may be published as parts of series, with jr without 
human or corporate authors; e.g., an article entitled, "Silicosis in Iron 
Workers", as one of a series called, "Industrial Respiratory Disorders", 
and having as corporate author the American Iron and Steel Institute.
In such cases, the series identification and the corporate author are 
entered into the REFERENCE field, whether there is a human author (whose 
name, if given, would be entered into the AUTHOR(S) field), with the name 
of the series as the first part of the corporate name. Hie corporate 
author is separated from the series name by a coma, and the corporate 
name is separated from the rest of the REFERENCE field by a semicolon.
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For the example, the entry would he:

RE II! HENCE Industrial Respiratory Disorders, American Iron and

Steel Institute; (and the remainder of the citation (see 

Example 10))

When no corporate author is given, the series name is entered into the 

REFERENCE field as if a corporate name were being entered, using a consoa 

for separation from the rest of the field (see Example 11).

9) Conference Proceedings

When a document which has been presented at a conference or similar 

situation is published as part of or the entirety of a proceedings or 

similar publication, the company or agency which published the hook, or 

the organization vhich sponsored the meeting, in that order, is the 

publisher; if such information is not available, the conference or meeting, 

itself, can be considered to be the publisher (see Examples 12 and 13).

Die information concerning the presentation of the paper is cited following 

the publishing agency or following the report number if the document is 

a government report (see Examples 2 and 13).

10) Reprints

When a reprint document is a reprographic, photographic, or other ident

ical copy of a document, the citation for the reprint is made exactly as 

if the reprint were the original document. If a document is reprinted 

in another document, the reference is cited as given in the document 

vhich contains the reprint, as is the case with translations (see 

Paragraph 3; see also Example 3), with the citation for the original made
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next to the publication or publisher as applicable. For example an 

article which appeared in "Industrial Hygiene", Vol. 2, No. 3, pages 8-10, 
mitfit he reprinted in "Industrial Engineering", Vol. 5, No. 6, pages 12-lU; 
the citation should read:

HEF1RMGE Industrial Engineering (Reprinted from Industrial Hygiene.
Vol. 2, No. 3, pages 8-10). Vol. 5, No. 6, pages 12-lh

11) Unpublished Documents
An unpublished document, such as a preprinted article, dissertation, or 
report is cited in the same manner as if the document were published, but 
with indication of the status as 'unpublished' or 'preprint' parentheti
cally after the publisher. The corporate author or the personal author, 
in that order, is cited as the publisher, with the address being included 
(see Example 9). Neither the circumstances of publication nor the document 
in which the abstracted document will be published determines the ident

ification of the publisher or publication; however, such information is 
carried parenthetically, with the status information, after the above 
determined publisher.

12) Report Nmbera, Contract Numbers, Grant Numbers
Ihe report number for a document, when given, must be entered into the 

REFERENCE field after the publisher, or publisher and location, if used.
Die report number is entered into the field with the words, 'Report no. * 
(see Example 2).
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Contrast nvabnre and grant nuafeers as*® used in the REFERENCE field if 
such numbers are report numbers or if report numbers are not given. The 

entries must be identified by 'Contract No.* or 'Grant No.' (see Exang>le l). 
(For NIOSH-generated documents» the contract or grant number would also 
be entered, with the appropriate source designator, in the NIOSH SOURCE 
field (see C.7, page III-U3).)

Some documents m y  not specify report numbers as such; however, some 

report numbers can be determined by the way in which the numbers are 
used or by the nature of the document. For example, a document with the 
legend, 'Publication No. 29 Under Contract No. 303', should be considered 
to have a report number, generating the citation, 'Report No. 29'•

13) Abbreviations and Acronyms

Vith the possible exception of names of states in the Ifoited States, and 
the label, 'United States’, in the name of government agencies and 
organizations, no abbreviations (except as indicated in these guidelines)
or acronyms may be used in the REFERENCE field; however, an acronym which 
is a part of a report or contract number may be used in the field (see 
Examples 1 and 2).

In citing pages and references, the words, 'page1, ’pages', and 
'references1 are always spelled out.

Other guidelines, rules, prescripts, conventions, as developed, will be made 
known to the abstracter by the abstracts supervisor.
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Bxuples:
1. 'Btchaieal report

mmSMCR, Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, Aerospace Division, Mr 
Force System Co— ad. Wrlj&t-Pattergon Air Force Base, Ohio. 
Report Ho. AMLR-TR-70-100. 89 pages. 30 reference*

2. Technical report, also conference proceedings, published by sponsoring 

organised, on

HEFERBfCE Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, Aerospace Brrisioa, Air 
Force System Comand, Wright-Patteraoa Air Force Base, Ohio, 

Report Bo. AMLR-TO-7Q-102 (Proceedings of the First Annual 
Conference on EnriroBaental Toxicology, Fairborn. Ohio. September 
9-11, 1970)^ gages 309-32$, no references

3. Technical report, also reprint

KBPEREHCE Physiological Adjustments of Men to Work mid Heat, Appendix I 
(Reprint, Journal of Applied Physiology, Vol. 31. Ho. 1, pages 
63-69, July 1971). U.S. Anar Medical Research and Development 

Co— Mmd. Washington, D.C., Final Report. Contract No. 
DA-J»9-193-MI>-2M»9. pages 128-134, 39 references

U. Periodical or Journal, issue and volume pagination

REF1KEHCE Journal of Applied Physiology, Vol. 29. Ho. 7. pages 129-135/

n _i? fteranees.

5. Page reference for translated article

REFEREE!CE United States Atomic Energy ConmiBsloa (Vie Milieu, Vol. lU,

Ho. 1, pages 1-39. 1963). 36 pages, 72 references
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6. Translation of jotmu.1 where nass, yoluas m &  serial masher®, and

pagination changed

HlFSIffilG! Hygiene and Sanitation. Vol. 12. Ho. 4. arrirorarntal Protection 

Agency and national Science Foundation (Gigiena 1 Saaltarlya, 

ypl« 22, Ho. 3. pages lU-26. 19T0), Washington, D.C., pages 
21-33. 5 references

7. Translation of journal, pagination changed
HStetaMCE Acta Medics IugoBlawica, Vol. 22. Ho. fe, national Science 

Foundation (Acta Medlca Iugoslarlca. Vol. 22. Mo. U, pages 
21-33. 1970). Washington, D.C., pages 53-59, 5 references

8. Corporate author
ffiFEHEHGE Department of Epidemiology and Health. McGill University, 

tfontreal. Quebec, 11 pages, 9 references
9. Corporate author, unpublished

HEKKEMCg Montrose Chemical Corporation (Unpublishedt Selected Statements

Presented at State of Washington DPT Hearing*. Seattle, Washington, 
October, 1969). Torrance, Canada, 7 pages, 5 references

10. Series, with corporate author
KSFEHE8CE Hasardous Working Condition Series, Industrial Hygiene 

Association; Industrial Hygiene Journal. Vol, 22, Mo. U, 

pages 3-10. no references

11. Series, without corporate author
KBFEREMCE Duet Measurement Techniquea, Asbestos Trade Association 

Journal. Vol. X. pages 1-12
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IS. Paper, from proceedings published by conference
BiraRENCE Proceedings of the Third National Symposium on Ra&loecolo&f. 

m t lO-tgj Jg71». 1-30» 3 rmUnncau
13. Paper, from proceedings published by & publishing eosqpany

REFERENCE Proceedings of the Third Annual Conference of Safety Engineers, 
Spartan Publishing Company (Paper presented at Daytoa, Ohio. 
July 10. 1969). Hew York* pages 16-20, 10 references 

lfc. Article froa book, with editor
REFERENCE Industrial Hygiene Highlights. Volume I. L. T. Cralley. Editor;

Industrial Hygiene Foundation of America, Inc.. Pittsburgh. Pa.., 
pages lUO-178. 9*t references

The REFERENCE field aaist always be filled in on the first page of the abstract. 

C.ll. PUBLICATION DATE Field

The PUBLICATION DATE field provides for recording the date of publishing or 
presentation of the document which is being abstracted.

Each abstract will have a PUBLICATION BATE field on the first page of the 
abstract. The date information will be numeric and will be entered into the 
field as an d-digit number in the order, MMDDYYYY, representing the month, day, 
and year. Zero-fill is used for missing or omitted information. No punctua
tion is used in the field.

The abstracter is responsible for making sure that the publication date of the 
document is indicated on the abstract. If the publication date information is 
missing, incomplete, or cannot be determined, the abstracter must return the
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document to the Doe went Control Hunger for obtaining the needed information 
or for dispoaition of the document.

The publication date must refer to rate document only, as a distinct entity, 
and must be one date, which is considered to be permanent and find.

When a document is published in more then one part, extending over a period 
of time, the publication date for the document is considered to be the date 
upon which the find part, and therefore the complete document, is published 
(see Example 1»). Mien a document is cited as being published over a range of 
dates, such as 'May - June, 1970', the publication date is considered to be 
the last date of the range, in this case, 'June 1970' (06001970) (see Exa^les 
2 and 3)> When a document is cited as being published for on indefinite time 
period, such as 'Winter 1970' , the publication date is considered to be the 
last identifiable date of the period, in this case March 1970 (03001970). The 
determined or inferred publication date is entered into the PUBLICATION CATE 
field; and the ranges of dates or indefinite time periods are included par
enthetically in the REFERENCE field (see C.10, page III-58), or presented in 
the text of the abstract, aa applicable.

The publication date of many documents, such as technical reports, is the 
date upon which the document was published by the sponsoring agency. This 
inforaation may be found on the cover page, front page, or elsewhere in the 
document. The date msy be given as any period of time convenient to the pub
lisher or dictated by the nature of the effort and subject reported. Examples 
of such dates include: 'July 1, 1972'; 'Friday, January 28, 1972'; 'June 30,
1971 to Hay 31, 1972’; 'June 1971'. 'Fall 1969', and 'First Quarter, 1970'.
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Th@ publication date for a conference proceedings mi git toe given os the range 

of days of the conference when the Included papers were presented, such as 

'July 10-lU, 1972', or the date of publishing of the collective docwent in 

printed fora, such m  'September 1962'. When a document is published at a 

different date from the presentation date, the date of publishing is entered 

into the PUBLICATION M T S  field (see Example l); the presentation date is 

entered into the KEreKHIGE field (see C.10, Examples 2 and 13) •

Some representative equivalent dates are given in the following list; dates 

which ere similar to the listed dates should be handled accordingly:

HATE ENTRY

July 20 to July 25, 1968 07251968

September 28 to October U, 1971 1001*1971

July 1, 1970 to Jine 30, 1971 06301971

tty-June 1971 06001971

Winter 1969 03001969

First Half 1970 06001970

Last Quarter 1968 12001963

September 1970 09001970

1971-1972 00001972

S o w  documents, such as legislation, decrees, or standards specifications may 

have a nuaber of dates, any of which mlgrt be confused with the publication 

date, lhe implications of each date should be considered before abstracting. 

For example, as seen for some existing documents in the system, a standard is 

decreed on May 1, 1969, to become effective on July 1, 1969, is published in
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Russian language on June 1, 1969. and is published in the English language 
translation on August 1, 1970. For the example, the PUBLICATION DATE field 
entry is August 1, 1970. The publication date is always the date when the 
document is published in the language or form that the abstracter is working 
with. The earlier publishing date is entered into the REFERENCE Field (see 
C.10, page III-56); the other dates, being also of significance, are entered 
into the TEXT field (see C-13, page III-80) comprising the body of the abstract.

If the publication date for a document cannot be determined by the abstracter, 
or the content and form of the publication date cannot be decided, a know
ledgeable person should be consulted fir help.

Examples:
(1) Paper in proceedings of conference held February 8-12, 1971. proceedings 

published September 3, 1971:
PUBLICATION BATE 09031971
REFERENCE Paper presented at conference held February 8-12, 1971.

(2) Article from Journal with citation, 'Vol. 2, No. 2, May-June 1969': 
PUBLICATION 06001969
REFERENCE ...Vol. 2. No. 2, May-June 1969«...

(3) Paper presented at conference held November 6-9, 1971, paper not formally 
published (not printed):
PUBLICATION DATE 11091971
REFERENCE (Unpublished) paper presented at conference held November 6-9,

m ii .
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( M  Paper published in three parts, without identification as entities, 

continuing in a Journal frost 'Vol. U, No. 3, June 1967' to 'Vol. U,
Ho. July, 1967' to 'Vol. U, No. 5, August 1967' ••

PUBLICATION DATE 0800196?

REFERENCE Industrial Hygiene (Vol. U, No. 3. June, pages 11-23; Vol. h„
So. U. July, pages 1-8), Vol. U. No. 5, pages 15-21, 50 references 

to the extent that such information is given.

The PUBLICATION DATE field must always he filled on the first page of the 

abstract.

C.12. SUBMISSION DATE Field

The SUBMISSION DATE field provides for recording the date of submission for 
presentation or publication of the document which is being abstracted.

Each abstract will have a SUBMISSION DATE field on the first page of the
abstract. The date information will be numeric and w i n  be entered in the 

field in an order representing the month, day, and year (MMDDYYYY), using
zero-fill for nissing information and no punctuation.

The submission date refers to one docvnent only, as a distinct entity, and 
must be one date, which is considered to be permanent and final.

For some docmaents, particularly articles or papers in a Journal, the submission 
date is given as the date on which the document was received or accepted by 
the publisher (see Example 2). On some documents, such as technical reports,
the submission date may be given either as a submission or receiving date on
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the cover page* first page or elsewhere in the document. If a document does 

not have a submission date, the receiving date, or the acceptance date, in that 

order, «ay be used as the submission date (see Example l). For some documents, 

no submission, receiving, or acceptance date is given; in which case, no entry 

is mad® in the SUMBISSICK M T S  field.

Example:
(1) Journal article with legend, ''Received June 1972", should be entered 

SUBMISSION M U  06001972

(2) Journal article, with legends, "Submission date June 6, 1966" and 

"Acceptance date November 10, 1968"

s ub mi s si o n m e e  06061968

NOTE 1: It is helpful to reseller that the submission date is an earlier date

than the publication date.

NOTE 2: A nustoer of documents particularly as bandied by an information

center, clearinghouse, or other dissemination agency, will have a 

stepped legend, "DATE RECEIVED", bearing the date upon which the 
agency received the document from the publisher. This date is not 

the date of submission and should not be entered into the SUBMISSION 

DATE field.

The SUBMISSION M I S  field should be filled in on the first page of the abstract 

if submission date information is available.
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c.13. TEXT F ield

The TEXT field is comprised of the KEYWORDS and BODY subfields, which will be 

discussed individually below, and provides for information (body) that is 

extracted from & document and information (keywords sued body) that charac

terises the dociaent that is being abstracted, including the name, where appli

cable, of the foreign language in which the document was published as the last 

word of the body.

Each abstract will have a TEXT field on the first page of the abstract, and on 

eoatisestioia shwefes as necessary. The information is entered into the field 

in alphameric fom, in the formats given below, using the conventions for 

punctuation and other mechanics, which are specified, as applicable. Either 

or bath the (KEYWORDS) and (BODY) subfields may be extended to continuation 

pages, using as a n y  forms as necessary, providing that the proper identifi

cation and linkage of the continuation pages with the first page of the abstract 

are made in the SIOSH STM3ER, DATE, and ABSTRACTER fields, and making sure that 

c oount of the total mmfeer of pages making up the aba ract is carried on the

first page, with each page being accounted for in the PAGE______0F______field

of that page.

3 se TO1T field must contain information in both the (KEYWORDS) and (BODY) 

sub fields.

The eosputer search program for the IXCSHTTC system will normally search only 

the S I T  (i.e., KEYWORDS Kid BODY) field of the abstract on a full-text basis in 

response to a query. The bibliography fields (including the TITLE field) are not
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sonaslly searched on % full text basis, but these fields comprising the bibliography 
can be reached through a special procedure. It is important, however that 

significant words frost the TITLE field appear in either the KEYWORDS or BODY 

si&flelds became of the restricted accessibility to the bibliography field. In 

every instance applicable, the CAS ntimber and chemical name must appear in either 

the KEYWORD or the BODY subfield.

The ® X T  field always applies to one whole document, that is, an entity which 

can be identified. An identifiable document which contains other documents 

can be abstracted as one complete document, with the TEXT field referring to 

the soviet®, collective doctaent. Individual documents in a collective document, 

such, as technical papers in a Journal, or even sections of n hook, can be 

abstracted as long as such documents or sections can he identified as distinct 

entities. Si® TgOT field cannot refer to more than one document, unless the 

grot^ of ducisBeats can he considered to be one dociaent, because of problems 

of identification.

Hie S B  field thus applies to any logical unit of information that can he 

identified. Hie length, subject, or complexity of the doc ament will not affect 

the capability of the TEXT field to accomodate the information. The TEXT field 

can, therefore, be used to abstract a book, report, technical paper, newspaper 

article, entire newspaper, dictionary, data sheet, or any other identifiable 

logical w i t  that is considered to contain information for the system.

Regardless of the length of the document, the TEXT field has practical limits 

for the autirer of words used in the abstract. Including 5 to 20 keywords, the 

TEXT field should normally contain between 100 to 225 words. Some documents
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swy require tiemr or more words; however, such documents ere considered to be 
exceptions. Bm  wording of the TEXT field must be in English, althoû i 
the document, itself, any be carried untranslated in the system library files.

C.13.1. KEYWORDS Sibfiold

the KEYWORDS sub field provides for attributive concepts which will describe 
sod identify the document contents in a search on the basis of subject content.

Keywords are entered into the sub field, one keyword at a tins, separated by 
/jonaas. A keyword may consist of more then one word, In which ease, each 
word of the keyword is Joined to the next word by a hyphen (see Mote 1, page 
III-A*), a methodology for developing keywords for chemical names is given in 
Appendix A.2, ;«fle A-2, with a liating of comeon keywords for chealeal names in 
Appendix A. 3, page A*21. • Each keyword la initially capitalised with the exception 
of keywords containing proper names (each name la a proper neme is initially 
capitalised) md keywords which are acronyms (see Rote 2, page 111-63). The key
words may be alphabetic, alphanumeric, or all numeric. The following kinds of 
words CARROT be used in the KEYWORDS sUbfIeld: abbreviations; words in the BODY
sub field; and words in foreign language or with British spellings. The keywords 
form the index of the abstract indicating the information contents of a documnnt 
in logical terms which can be used in a query to locate the document. Selection 
o' bywords is the function end responsibility of the abstracter. The indexing 
is done by analysis of tee doeuaent and supplying implied information to the abstract. 
Keywords must be Indexable concepts only. Keywords oust clearly point to the 
desired information end must be searchable; that is, keywords must be the terns 
which ere most likely to be looked for in a search. As a rule, keywords are
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generic, tending to categorise or group ideas. However, each keyword used must 
have specific meaning or inpli cations for the information described for a document.

The abstracter will have a keyword list, made up of terms which have been used 
in indexing the abstracts and furnished by the abstracting supervisor; the 
chemical keyword list furnished in Appendix A.3; and the NXOSHTIC Thesaurus for use as 
guides in supplying keywords to the abstracts consistently. The abstracter is not 
restricted to using the lists or thesaurus; however, the abstracter should note for 
review by the abstracting supervisor the use of any keywords which are not in the 
lists or thesaurus so that these words may he incorporated in them.

In using keywords, the abstracter must often choose against terms which are 
too broad or general for refining a search, or too narrow or specific for 
defining a search, for a given document, and must find terms which provide the 
desired level of specificity.

Vb be useful in a search, keywords must be indicative, stand-alone terns. Only 
content words, that is, nouns and verbs, may be used as keywords, the noun 
having precedence over the verb for conceptualisation. The present participle 
form is preferred for verbs. Quantifiable nouns, that is, names of things which 
can be counted, are pluralized. Quellfiable nouns, that is, names of concepts 
such as actions or conditions which can be intensified, but not counted, are 
not pluralized. For example, 'house' end 'housed' cannot be keywords; the noun, 
'houses', can be used as a keyword, the noun 'housing' being a better (more 
conceptual) keyword. The noun 'housing' (referring to an enclosure on a 
device) can be distinguished from the noun 'housing' (referring to the con™
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sept of abodes) by the letter 's', as 'housings', to refer to enclosures, 

which are things that can he counted in the seas vay as 'houses'. (Hie verb, 

'housing', referring to the act of enclosing or sheltering, would not he used.)

A dkurnee in the spelling of a word hy adding or renewing letters creates 

different words for the computer, a  tern used in the TITUS field or BODY sub

field is a different tens from that term with different spelling in the KEYWORDS 

subfield (see Mote 2).

All chemicals and eraspounr'e which appear in the title or which are of significance 

in the dociawnt must be indexed in the KEYWORDS sub fie1 with a keyword derived 

by the methodology for developing generic keywords from chemical names given in 

Section A.2 of Appendix A. The CAS number is obtained from the Desktop Analysis 

Tool (DAT) furnished to the abstracter and must appear in the keywords sections 

if ic is not used In the BODY section.

Keywords should relate to topics of the doewsnt. Ideas which are mentioned 

in passing or which do not have aigaificanee in the document should not gen

erate keywords. A practical limit for keywords is set as 5 to 20 tern. Fewer 

or rnsurm keywords M y  be used, but such uses are considered to be exceptional.

MOTE 1: The computer search program looks at one word at a time. Multiple

word search terms are found by logical combination of terms, which 

might not be successful if the multiple word term did not always occur 

in the abstract in the logical pattern specified in the query. For 

this reason, a convention is adopted for Joining certain multiple
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terms by hyphens to form keywords. The convention has limited applica

tion as tfcd logical combining capacity of certain d e s i r e d  t e r m  nay 
be constrained.

NOTE 2 : All letters in on acronym are capitalized. T e n s  such as PITH, DOT, and
RDX may be only known generally as acronyms. Other terms such as LD50,

TLV, and MDC have defined meaning in the system.

NOTE 3: In using hyphenation and acronyms and for other problems in indexing,

the abstracter should he guided by the keyword list and the abstracting 

supervisor.

C.13.2. BODY Subfield

the BODY subfield provides for the information which will reflect or state 

the Information contents of the document.

Information is entered into the BODY subfield in normal English language, 

using conventional sentence structure, punctuation, spelling and spacing bet

ween words. Special characters, except as shown in B.7., Acceptable Characters, 

and special symbols, including Greek letters, exponents, superscripts, sub

scripts, italics, and underlines, are not permitted in the field. Such char

acters and sysfcols must be interpreted or handled by conventions, as explained 

in B.6., Style and Mechanics. Acronyms, except those well established and rec

ognized, and abbreviations are not permitted in the field. Information in the field 

can be alphabetic or numeric.
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@19 BOT? subfield carries the significant infcmsatienal concepts of the document. 
Selection of the concepts is the function and responsibility of the abstracter.
Hm  abstracting is done by analysis of the document and supplying the explicit 
intonation to the abstract, Bis stibfield say carry any information which the 
abstracter considers useful; the subfield must convey, concisely and d early, all 

of the information, complementary to the bibliographic and keywords fields, 
necessary for identifying and describing a document. Intonation carried in 

other fields should not be carried in the BODY ad) field, except that the chenical 
ne®e and other significant words in the TITLE field must appear in the BODY sub
field if they do not appear in the the KEYWORDS subfield. Hie BODY subfield has 
a practical word limit of 95 to 220 words.

If the abstracter has doubt as to the usefulness of certain intonation, it is 
better to include the intonation. Such information is better accessed sad 

not used than inaccessible.

A settle abstract showing the prepared bibliographic and text sections is
shown as Figure 3.

C.lfe. EDITOR Field 1

His EDITOR field provides tor identification of the person who edits the 

abstract.

Each abstract w i n  have an EDITOR field on the first page of the abstract. The 

name of the person who checks or validates the abstract tor correctness, and 
for adequacy of torn and content, is entered into the field in the order, last
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FILFI MUMPER: NIOSH-1
SYSTHiS RESEARCH COMPANY 

NIOSHTl'C AK3TRACTIi:0/J.Ur>F>LTNG FORM

ABSTRACTED _DATE_d5j^£2A_ PAGE 1 Of
HIOSH
NUMBER NIOSH 0000001*9

ACCESSION NIOSH
JJUMBBR______HTIS AD 8^601 SOURCE

TITLE H aterdn  o f  I n s e c t i c i d e s  F orm u lated  i n to  P l a s t i c  P e .l le ts  0.0,0’ ,0'~ T e tra a e th .y l
0,0'  , - Ih lo d l-F -F h e p y Ie i ie  P ho sph o ro th i o&te (T e c h n ic a l EUT-P716S ) _________________

AUTHOS(S) W eeks, M. H ., R. E . E o ld t ,  and M. S tc in te r r :

REFERENCE U n ited  S t a t e s  Army E n v iro n m en ta l Hygiene A gency. Edrevood A rso rm l. Mil. 
10 p a g e s ,  1 r e f e r e n c e

PUBLICATION DATE 05131958 'JUimSSION DATE

TEXT (KEYWORDS) 31o o d -c h e m ie a l-B tw d ie s , P a t h o lo g ic a l - s tu d ie s , T o x ic i ty .  I n g e s t io n .
3383960, PM9001085. T h lo a te s

The e f f e c t  o f  s in g le  o r a l  do ses  o f  0, 0, 0' . O '-T e tram et.hy i n nQ '-
th io d l-p -p h e n y le n e  p h o sp h o ro th io a te  (T e c h n ic a l EHT-27165) l a r v i c l d e  on
p lasm a and r e d  b lo o d  c e l l  (RBC) c h o l in e s te r a g e _ a c t l v l t y - l a B t u A i e d .in
adult aonerel dogg to determine the huzarda nf accidental inê afinn-____
SST-27165 is administered In polyvinyl chloride pellets. m  a litwid in ,
-Jglrtin CMPBMlea or Tift straaach tutor._The accidental_inges-tinn nf «m»n
-nuabers (fewer than gpO. for e.30 Bound m mM.) of the Plastic pellets each 

ft? niUlmiiii aod liimxmlwd, vith.got (by weight) of the______
insecticide la not considered to he haaardnns-

EDIT0R H
DATE: EDITING 0***1171 form: SRC-V7V; _____ _

~3lW^>nr^smi------------------------------
J-’ICROFIC: ;E o w e I f  73. HARDCOPY e *? eiW Kr?/S T P 4 d * /9  im ih0j9tf4>X

DATA

Figure 3. Sample Abstract
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* indicatedm m ,  eoaa», space, first initial. Mo other information, except as
below, or pwnetmticn is necessary or desired.

Each abstract must he edited before submission for further processing. Abstracts 

released without the editor's name will be returned to the editorial group for 
editing.

After m  abstract is prepared m  the HT/ST equipment, the copy end the original 

w i n  be returned to so editor for proofreading. Th® editor will enter his 

initials in the open space beside the EL.'TOR field; an abstract with no initials 

in this area w i n  be returned to the editor for proofing.

Example:

EDITOR Jehasca. B.

Use EDITOR field r a t  always be filled on the abstract, 

ion: C.15 throw# C.1 9. OATS:

Hie label ’M T 1 ’ applies to the EDITXHG, MX CROFT Qffi, HARD COPY, MT/ST, 

and M B  HffRI fields which follow.

C.15. EMTIHG Field

The EBITX1G field provides for recording the date upon which editing of the 

abstract is completed.

Each abstract will have an EDXTXBG field on the first page of the abstract.

She date is entered into the field as an 6-digit masher, in the order, MMDDYTYY, 
representing month, day, end year. Mo other information or punctuation is 

needed or desired in the field.
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Whan & copy of an abstract is proofread aft-ir MT/ST preparation, the date of 

proofreading, if called for by the supervisor of the editing, nay be entered 

on the abstract beside the initials of the editor/proofreader.

Example:
•October 5, 1972’

EDITING 30051972

The EDITING field oust always be filled on the abstract.

C.l6. MICROFICHE Field

The MICROFICHE field provides for recording the date when the document is 

recorded on microfiche.

Each abstract will have a MICROFICHE field on the first page of the abstract.

The microfiche date is entered on the abstract by the Document Control Manager 

and is not a concern of the abstracter.

C.17. HARD COPY Field

The HARD COPY field provides for recording of the date upon which the document 

is reproduced in printed form from the microfiche.

Each abstract will have a HARD COPY field on the first page of the abstract.
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The hard copy date is entered into the field by the Document Control Manager, 

end is not a concern of the abstracter.

C.13. MT/ST Field

The MT/ST field provides for recording of the date upon which the preparation 
of tiie abstract in the MT/ST (Magnetic Tape/Sclectrie Typewriter) operation 
is completed.

Bash abstract will have a MT/ST field on the first page of the abstract.

Hi© MT/ST date will be entered into the field by the MT/ST supervisor, and is 

not a concern of the abstracter.

C.19. DATA ENTRY Field

Hie DATA EBTHY field provides for recording of the date upon which the 

abstract is established in the computer data file.

Each abstract will have a DATA ENTRY field on the first page of the abstract.

Th® data entry date is entered into the abstract by the system supervisor,

. and is not a concern of the abstracter.
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Appendix A. CHEMICAL It AMES

The purpose of the system described in this section is to provide for effective

retrieval of all information on a specific chemical and at the same time to 

allow retrieval of information for the relevant particular group to which the 

chemical belongs. The importance of this section cannot be overatressed since, 

in some instances, the CAS number used to search for the specific chemical may 

not have been located or may have been assigned incorrectly or may have been 

entered incorrectly by the source of the CAS number, the abstracter, or typist. 

Also in some instances, there may be requests for information on particular 

groups of compounds or at other times for information on a specific compound 

which may not be in the system and for which information in a group into which 

this chemical falls may be substituted.

The objective of this section is to teach the abstracter how to recognize the 

chemical grouping into which each chemical falls by breaking down the name into 

parts. This task is not as difficult as it may sound, since most of the time 

the grouping may be derived from the chemical name or may have been mentioned 

within the paper being abstracted. Thus, from the name for a specific chemical 

suchas 0,0-Diethyl-0-(p-nitrophenyl)-thiophosphate may be derived the particular 

group name "thiophosphate." The particular group name is to be the keyword 

that will reach the specific chemical and the particular group.

A.l. Format of Organic Chemical Names

When searching by computer, it is essential that all terms in organic names 

be connected (no spaces) in some manner. Numbers and other symbols (see Table 1)
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m m  usually eooneeied together with eozmass. Muaiters are connected to either 

words, parentheses, or brackets with hyphens (no space). Words should be 

"pushed together".

Exampl* _ WROMG: 2,3,**-tris(p- nitrophenyl) benzene

EIGHT: 2,3»b-tris(p-nitrophenyl)benzene

There are sons common exceptions to the rule "push together". There are 
cheaicals which are normally written separately as two words and should remain

separate. These chemical terms are illustrated belowj this list is generally,

but not conclusively, complete:
acid dihydrochloride
alcohol ether
aldehyde hydrobrosida
^hydride hydrochloride
bromide hydrosulphate
chloride isocyanate
dihydrobromide ketone

lactone
oxide
oxime
peroxide
sulfate
sulphonate

Also, terss in some chemical classes are written as two words; for example: 

Esters (eonpounds ending in "ate")

Exa^le - acetate, formate, benzoate, eaprolate 
Amine Salts

Example - Triefhylamine Hydrochloride 

Acid Salts
Example - Sodium benzoate

A. 2. Keywords for Chemical Hemes

Chemicals may be divided into three large classes: Organic, Inorganic, and
Organometallic. Organic compounds are derived from carbon. Inorganic compounds



consist of compounds of all other elements. Organ ossset&llic compounds are 

those derived from metals end cartons compounds.

A.2.1. Inorganic Chemicals

Simple inorganic compounds may he entered without extra keywords since the manner 

in which the names are usually written enables one to retrieve the entry as 

separate words from within the abstract. Thus, "Calcium Cyanide" produces the 

two keywords "Calcium" and "Cyanide" if it appears in the text and there is no 

reason to enter these terms twice.

A.2.2. Organic Chemicals

The basic approach to deriving a keyword from a specific organic chemical name 

will be for the abstracter to separate the substituents (all terms except the 

base name) and the base name (word to be used as the keyword). This simple 

procedure in most eases will permit coding the moat complex term.

PROCEDURE:

1. The name used in this process must he a chemical name. It cannot be a 

trade name, common name, generic name, or brand name. The chemical name 

will, most of the time, he found in the article abstracted or in the DAT 

or Chemical Abstracts when a CAS number is looked up.

2. Once a chemical name has been found, the abstracter is ready to proceed. 

Within each name, there may he a series of numbers, dashes, commas, and 

single letters which, to a chemist, signify position locations and iso

merization (see Table l). In deriving a keyword from the name, these 

numbers and letters should not be considered. Therefore, as STEP 1 , we

should delete all of those terms which appear in Table 1.
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TABUS 1 - notation Indicating: location or Isomerisation

Hussral
0

X

s
o (ortho-)
P (par*-)
■ (asta-)
■*-(alpha), f̂ (heta), T(gasna) 
S (delta), a£( epsilon), etc.
syn-, anti-, trans-, eis-
D, L
d, 1, dl, (♦), (-), (♦)
n (normal) 
s (sec or secondary)
t (tart or tertiary)
■sso, thrso, erythreo

Indicates location of substituents 
Indicates attached to an oxygen 

Indicates attached to a nitrogen 

Indicates attached to a sulfur

Indicates location of a substituent

Inidcates stereochemistry

Indicates stereochemistry 

Indicates configuration 

Indicates optical isomers

Indicates geometric isomers

Indicates configurations



Example: H-( 3,^”Mehlor©pi: ,ayl) ~!®' ' -Methylur® a

STEP 1 leaves: (Dichlorophenyl)MethoxyMethylurea

STEP 2 Those terms appearing in parentheses or brackets are substituents 
(almost always). Therefore, these terms may be deleted.

STEP 2 leaves: methojqrmethylurea

STEP 3 Certain terms preceding substituents or substituents within parentheses 
are multipliers and may be disregarded in deriving the base name (see Table 2). 

This will also help in identifying substituents since in most cases those names 
preceded by these notations are substituents.

Thus: Rich loro means 2 X chloro

STEP 3 leaves: methoxymethylurea

STEP U How that we have eliminated all of the easy terms, we must now eliminate 
the substituents from the base word. To aid us in the endeavor, we nay use the 

list of the substituents in Table 3 to distinguish substituents from base words. 
Ibis list was derived from Vol. 76 of Chemical Abstracts Index Guide in the Intro
duction, Section IV., H, which may be used for additional information. The 

abstracter only needs to scan the list to find the substituent in question. If 
it is spelled in the name exactly as it appears in the listing, then it may be 
identified as a substituent and may be eliminated. Thus, in our exâ jle we find
two substituents listed.



TABU! 2 - Multiplication Motation Indicating the lu sher of Substituents

Attach** to Substituent Brecedlng Parentheses

SM£i* t t M l M Prefix Meaning

BOQO one his two
di two trie three

trl three tetrakis four

tetra four pentakis five
pants fire hexakis six
hexa •iz heptakis seven

hapta seven octskis eight
octa eight
sons nine
daca tan

undeea eleven

Aedeea twelve

psstadeca fifteen

aleoaa twenty
triconta thirty
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Example: methoxymethylurea

lEStisaa:*• llstedv

resaining is aethylurea.

methyl is listed; 

rwalning is urea.

STEP V leaves: Urea {as the base word)

STEP 5 Before we enter this as a keyword, we must sake this name plural, 

so that it say he distinguished fro® the compound "urea." Thus, we now have 

the term "ureas."

STEP 5 leaves: Ureas

STEP 6 Only one last step remains and that step is to go hack to the original 

name and find out if the compound contains any chloro, bromo, iodo, or fluoro 

substituents. If it does, then the term entered should he preceded hy 

chlorinated (for chloro), hrominated (for bromo), iodinated (for iodo), 

fluorinated (for fluoro), or halogenated (used when a compound contai two 

or more different groups, i.e., chloro and bromo). This term is to precede 

our derived base word and is Joined to it with a hyphen. The last step is 

designed to give some degree o*1 specificity to our keyword, since there are 

many compounds which m y  be halogenated.

In our example, the specific chemical name contained "chloro." Thus, our 

keyword for the compound used as an example is "chlorinated-ureas."

STEP 6 leaves: chlorinated-ureas
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:

A. In Table h are found those cowsaly occurring prefixes which should not 

he deleted fro® the base name. These are not substituents, but instead 

indicate the type of compound.

B. There will be sons compowids whose chemical name includes tvo or more 

separate words. Each of these compounds requires some type of special 

handling in order that the important base word or words are identified. 

Most of these compounds fall into three categories and examples will be 

demonstrated below. There ere likely to be a few other types which are 

not specifically governed by the rules below and in that case, the 

abstracter mast decide which word or words should be used in the keyword, 

ran entire process of extracting basewords is simple, and most abstracters 

will be able to accomplish this task.

GROUP 1: ACIDS, ACID SALTS, ACID HALIDES (Chlorides, Bromides, Fluorides, 

Iodides)

Example: ACIDS cis-3-chloropropenoic acid

Step 1: chloropropenoic acid

Step h: propenoic acid

Step 5: propenoic-acids

Step 6: chlorinated-propenoic-acids

Example: ACID SALTS (Fbenylacetic Acid, Sodium Salt)

Step k: Acetic acid, sodiia salt
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Step § note: Ignore metallic element for the moment and derive the keyword
Just as an acid. Therefore, base word and keyword is acetic-acids.
For salts there w i l l  always be two keywords one fhr t h e  p a r e n t  acid as 

derived above (acetic-acids) and another for the m e t a l l i c  e le m e n t .  T o  

derive the latter, the abstracter merely need write the word organo- and 
add the element present. Thus, orsaao-aodiae in the last keyword.

Example - ACID HALIDES (Chlorides, Bromides, Iodides, Fluorides)
2,U,6,-Trinitrobenzoyl chloride

As explained above, the base words should be derived and linked by a
hyphen.

Keyword: Benzoyl-chlorides

® O U P  3: A N U S  SALTS, KITROGia-MBl SALTS

Amine and nitrogen-base salts occur as two or more separate tens. The 

second term is usually one of the terns listed la Table 5. These terms 
need not be Included In the keyword.

Example - TTiethylamine hydrochloride
Step 1-1» leaves: Amine Hydrochloride; ignore second term.
Keyword: Amines

Example - l-Msthyl-2-(3-pyridyl)pyrrolidine sulfate (nitrogen-base salts) 

Step l-b leaves: Pyrrolidine sulfate; ignore second term.

Keyword: Pyrrolidines

C. Some compounds will be so simple that deriving a keyword will be a
useless process. These few compounds should be omitted from the above 
processes.
Example - Methyl Chloride; Formaldehyde; Acrolein; Acetone
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TABLB 3. L is t  o f  Substituent P r e f ix e s

abietaaldo
acenaphtbenyl
1,2-acenaphthenylene
1-acenaphthenylidene
aeetamido
aeetenyl
acetimido
acetlmidoyl
aeatoacetaaldo
aeetoaeatyl
acetohydroximoyl
acetonyl
acetonylldene
aeetojcy
acetyl
acridanyl
aeryloyl
aerylyl
adaaantyl
adaaantylene
adlpaldehydoyl
adipasoyl
adipanlloyl
adlpoyl
adipyl

alanyl
P-analyl
site
allolaoleucyl
allophanaaldo
aHopbanoyl
allothreonyl
allyl
P-allyl
S-allyl
allylldene
ashrosan-6-yl
amidloo
aaidoxalyl
asd.no
(aminoaaidino) 
(sminoiminophosphomnyl) 
aaoagr

tert-amyl 
amylldene

anlllno
aniaal
anlaidlno
anlaoyl
anlayl
anlaylldene
anthraisilajaido
anthranlloyl
anthranoyl
anthraquinoyl
anthraquinonylene
anthroyl
anthryl
anthrylene
antipyrinyl
antlpyroyl
apocaffiphanyl
apotrlchothecanyl
arginyl
aaaryl
asparaglnyl
aaparagyl
aapartoyl
aapartyl
of^aapartyl
^-aapartyl
atlaanyl
atropoyl
azelaoyl
azelaaldebydoyl
azl
azido
azlno

benzal
benzanido
benzeneeulfenamldo 
■benzeneaulfonamido 
benzenyl 
benzhydryl 
benzhydrylldene 
benzldlno 
benzlloyl
(3-benziloylpropyl) 
benzimidazolinyl 
2-benzimidazolyl 
benzimido

benziraidoyl 
benzofuryl 
benzohydroximoyl 
£-benzoquinon-3-yl 
|£-benzoquinon-2,5- 

ylene 
benzoxy 
benzoyl
(benzoylacetyl)
(benzoylformyl)
benzyl
benzylldene
benzylidyne
(benzyloxy)
blcarbaaoyl
bicyclo(1.10)butylene
biphenylyl
biphenylene
biphenylylene
2- bornyl
3- bornylldene 
borono 
boryl 
borylene 
borylldyne 
broiao
1,3-butadlenediylidene
butadlynylene
2-butenylene
butoxy
sec-butoxy
tert-butoxy
butyl
butyl^
butylf
sec-butyl
tert-butyl
l,U-butylene
aec-butylldene
(butyloxy)
butynedioyl
butyryl

cacodyl
cadinan-l-yl
2-ewnphanyl
cajsphoroyl



b-caaphoryl
canavatyl
caprinoyl
caproyl
capryl
capryloyl
caprylyl
carbamide
carbamoyl
carbamyl
carbanlllno
carbaniloyl
carbazimidoyl
carbazol-9-yl
carbazoyl
carbethoxy
c&rbobensoxy
c srbonimidoyl
carbonothioyl
carbonyl
(carbonyldlozy)
l-carbonyletbyl
(carbonylmethyl)
(carbonylmetbylene)
carboxy
(carboxyformyl)
(5-carboxyraleryl)
carbyl
carnoxyl
caronaldehydoyl
canracryl
carmomenthyl
10-caryl
catbyl
cedrasyl
cetyl
chaulsoogroyl
chaulaoogryl
chloro
(chlorofonqyl)
(chloroglyoxyloyl)
(chlorooxalyl)
cbloroayl
chloryl
choleiteryl
choloyl
cbromanyl
cineboninoyl
cinnamal

cinuaMnyl
clnnamoyl
cinnanyl
c inn anyl idem*
citraconimido
citraconoyl
conaninyl
cresotoyl
creaoxy
cresyl
creaylene
crotonoyl
crotonyl
crotyl
cumal
cumenyl
cumidino
cuminal
cuminyl
euainylidene
curacy!
cuayl
«l-cumyl
cyanamido
cyanato
cyano
cyclodiailoxan-2-yl
cyclohex&dlenylene
cyclohexonecarboxamldo
1.2- cyclohexane- 

diearboximldo
cyclohexyl
cymyi
cyateinyl
cyateyl
cyatyl

decanedioyl
decanoyl
decaailoxanylene
decyl
desyl
1.2- diazenediyl 
diazeno
di&zo
diazoamino
diazonio
dibenzothiophene-yl 
diborane(U)tetrayl

1.2- d ' • ■ de-
carboru.. - ) • ;-yi

digxyccIr 
dimethyl 1 . >
dioxy
1.2- diphosr.l-. iiyl
diposphint;. 1 . ]
diphosphiw 
disilanoxy 
disilanyl 
disilanylem- 
dieilazanô .. 
2-disilazany■
d isiloxanediyi idene
dieiloxanoxy
diailoxanylene
disilthianoxy
disulfinyl
(dithiobicarbamoyl)
(dithiohydroperoxy)
dodecanoyl
dodecyl
duryl
durylene

enanthoyl
enanthyl
epidoxy
epidithio
epioxy
epithlo
epoxy
(epoxyethyl)
2.3- epoxylpropyl 
ereaoph ilan-1-yl 
etbanediylidene 
ethene 
ethinyl 
ethoxalyl 
ethoxy
(ethoxycarbonyl)
(1-ethoxyformimidoyl)
(ethoxyphoaphinyl)
ethyl
ethylene
[ethylenebis
(nitrilodimethylene j) 

(ethylenedioxy)
(ethyloxy)
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{ethylthio) 
eudesmaa-S-yl

ffcrneayl
fenehyl
fluoranylfluoren-9-ylidene
fluoro
forawaldo
1.5- formazandlyl 
1-formamno 
5-formazano
1.3.5- ft>rmnzantriyl 
fornazanyl 
fonn&zyl 
formimidoyl(1- foraimidoyl form~ 
imidoyl)

(formimidoyl forsyl)
(forsdmidomethyl)
foray!fucoiyl
fumaraniloyl
fumaroyl
fur fury 1
furfurylidene
furoyl
furyl

galloyl
gentisoyl
ger&nyl
g®r*acran~6~yl
gibbanyl
(glucosyloxy).
glutaminyl
glutamoyl
glutamyl
tt-glutaayl
T-glutaaorl
glutaryl
glyceroyl
glyceryl
glycidylglycis&aldo
glycinioidoyl
glycoloyl

glyeoiyl
giycyi
glyoxallnyl
glyoxalyl
glyojgrl lmldoyl
glyoxyloyl
(glyoxyloylmethyl)
glyoxylyl
guaiacyl
gualan-8-yl
guanidlno
(guanidinoazo)
guanyl

heptadecanoyl
heptanamido
heptanedloyl
heptanoyl
hexadecanoyl
2,b-hexadiynylene
hexaaethylene
hexanedioyl
bexanethioyl
hexyl
hippuroyl
blppuryl
histidyl
homocyateinyl
homorayrtenyl
homopiporonyl
homoaeryl
homoveratroyl
homoveratryl
bydaatoyl
hydnocarpoyl
hydnocarpyl
hydracryloyl
hydratropoyl
hydras 1
hydrasinediylldene 
hydrasino
1-hydrazinyl-2-ylldene
hydrazo
hydrazono
hydro
hydroc innamoyl 
hydroclnnamyl

hydroperoxy
(hydroperoxyformyl)
hydroxamino
hydroxlmlno
hydroxy
hydroxyl
(hydroxyphosphinyl) 
hygroyl

imldazolldyl 
lmldazollnyl 
imldoearbonyl 
(imldoearbonylamino) 
lmino
{3-lmlnoacetonyl)
(lminodlaulfonyl) 
(imlnonitrllo)
(iminophosphoranyl)
lndanyl
indenyl
1- indolinyl
2- indolinylidene 
indyl
iodo
iodoao
iodoxy
isoallyl
isoamoxy
iflos^yl
aec-lBoawyl
isoaaylldene
isobornyl
isobutenyl
isobutoxy
isobutyl
isobutylldene
iaobutyryl
lsocrotyl
isocyanato
lsocyano
lsohexyl
ioohexylldene
2-isoindolinyl
isoleucyl
isonicotinoyl
lsonipecotoyl
isonltro
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lsonltroso
1-ieopentenyl
lsopentyl
lsopentylldene
1sophthalali sophthalaldehydoyl
isophthaloyl
isophthalylidene
lsopropenyl
isopropoxyIsopropyl
lsopropylidene
(isopropylideaediosy)
lsosemicarbaBldo
1 sothlocyanato
lsothlocyano
isovaleryl
isovmlyl
i sorlolaathrenylene
kaurenyl
kauranylene
kaurenyl
keto
lsbdan-15-yl
lactosyl
lactoyl
lanostenylene
lauroyl
leueyl
1 evulinoyl
liaalyl
lioolelaidoyl
llnolenoyl
'f’-linolenoyl
llnoleoyl
lupanyl
lysyl
mleoyl
■aloualdehydoyl
■alonamoyl
oalonaniloyl
mlonlmldo
malonyl
maloyl
maltosyl
mandeloyl
p-menth-2-yl

p-meatb-3»5-ylene 
aercepto 
mesaeonoyl 
mesldino 
mesityl 
(firmssltyl 
aesoxalyl 
mesyl
aetaallamido
aetaailyl
aethacryloyl
sethallyl
methanetetrayl
methene
aethenyl
metblonyl
methoxalyl
mettaoxy
(methoxycarbonyl) 
methyl
C(mathyldlthio)sulfonylj 
methylene 
(aethylenedioxy) 
[(aethylenedioxy)phenyl] 
(methylenedieulfonyl) 
methylidyne 
methylol 
(methyloxy) 
l-methyl-2-py- 
ranlum-2-yl 

1-mathylpy- 
ridinium-2-yl 

(methylthlo) 
(methyltrloxy) 
morpbolino 
nyrlstoyl
aaphthal
naphthallmidonaphttaenyl
naptathionyl
naphthobenzyl
naphthothlophene-ylnaphthoxy
naphtboyl
naphthyl
naphthylene
naphthylldene
(naphthylnaphthyl)nazyl

neopentyl
neophyl
neryl
nieotinimldoyl
nicotinoyl
nipecotoyl
nltraaino
aei-nitramlno
nitrilo
nltrllophosphoranyl
nltro
aci-nitro
nltrosamino
nitroslml.no
nitroeo
nitrothio
nonanedioyl
nonanoyl
norbornyl
norbornylene
norcmsphanyl
norcaryl 
norpinyl 
norleueyl 
nomlyl
octadeeanoyl 
octanedloyl 
octanoyl 
tert-octgl 
oenanthyl 
oleananyl 
oleoyl 
o rnithyl 
oxalaldehydoyl 
oxalyl 
oxaaldo 
oxamoyl 
oxasorl 
o xanlloyl 
oxnzollnyl 
oximido 
oxo
oxobornyl
oxoboryl
1- oxoethyl 
oxoethylene 
oxophenylhydraz ino 
oxophenylmethyl
2- oxovinyl
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2-oaotriBftthyleae phosphine
oxy phosphlnothloyloxybi«(Bs*thylene- phosphinothloylidene
earbonyllsd.no) phosphlnyl

pbosphlnylldene
palsdtoyl phosphlnylldyne
pantothenoyl pbosphopelargonoyl phosphonoforayl
pelarfonyl phonphononitridyl
pentadeeanoyl phosphor anylpentaaethylene phosphoranylldene3-pentanesulfdnaaido phosphoranylldyne
1,2-pentaxadieno phosphoro2-pentenedlylldyne phosphoroso
tert-pentyl phthaladylpentyl phthalalpentylldyne phthalaldehydoylperehloryl phthelamylperthlo phthalanylldenephenacyl phthalldylldynephenaeylldene phthallmidophenanthrothlophene-yl phthalocyanlnylphenanthryl phthaloylphenanthrylene phthalylldenephenenyl phylloeladanylphenethyl phytylphenethylldene pleollneylphenetidino plerylphenetyl plasloylphenoxy U-pinanylphenyl plnanylenephenylalanyl plpecoloylpbenylaxoinlno plperldlnophenylbenxoyl piperIdylphenyldiazenyl plperldylldenephenylene plperonylphenylenebls(aso) plperonylldenephenylenebls (azo)aethylinlno plperonyloylphenylenebls{1-oxo-l- plvaloyl-ethanyl-2-ylldene plvalylphenylenediaethylene podocarpan-13-ylphenylenedloxy porphlnylphenylglyoxyloyl pregna-5,l6-dlen-21-ylphenyl1dene prenylphenyl laldoearbonyl prolylphenyloxalyl 2-propanesulfonanldophenyloxy propargylphenylphenoxy propenylphenylsulfenyl propenylenephenylsulflnyl propenylideneS-phenylsulfonlsidoyl proploloylphorblnyl proplolylphosphlnlco propionaaildophosphlnldene proplnoylphosphlnldyne proplonyldloxyphosphlnlayl proplonyloxy

propoigr
propyl
aec-propyl 
propylene 
propylldene 
propylldyne 
propyloxy 
protoeatechuoyl 
pseudoallyl 
pseudocuaidlno 
aa-pseudocueyl 
J-pseudocuayl 
Y^peeudoetnyl 
pseudoindolyl 
pteroyl 
2H-pyranlo 
2H-pyran-2-yliuB- 

2-yl
pyrazolidyl
pyrazollnyl
pyridinio
pyridyl
pyroglutaraoyl
pyronueyl
pyrrolldyl
pyrrollnyl
pyrrol-l-yl
pyrroyl
pyrryl
pyruvoyl
f-quaterphenylyl

qulnaldoyl
qulnolyl
qulnonyl
qulnuelldlnyl
oL-reaoroyloyl
fr-resorcyloyl
f-resorcyloyl
rbannosyl
rleinelaidoyl
rlcinoleoyl
rosan-6-yl

sallcyl
salieylidene
sallcyloyl
aarcoayl
sebacoyl
aemicarbazldo
senlcarbozono
aeneeioyl
•eryl
siamyl
sllanetetrayl 
siloxy
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•ilyl
allylene
silylldynesorboyl
gpirostanyl
stearoyl
styrene
styrolene
styryl■uberoyl
s uc c i naldehydoyl
Buccinaaoyl
auccinanyl
succinanlloyl
•uccininido
sueelayl
■ulfaaino
sulftonoyl
sulfaaqrl
•ulfanilamido
sulfanilyl
sulfeno
sulfbydrylRulfino
sulfinyl
•ulfo
■ulfbnyl
Bulfuryl
t.artaroyl
tartronoyl
tauryl
terephthalal
terephthalaldebydoyl
terephtbalamoyl
terephthalaniloyl
terepbthaloyl
terephthalylidene
»-terphenylyl
terphenylylene
tetradechanoyl
tetrantbylene
1, ̂-tetraphosptainediyl
tetraeiloxyanylene
tetrathio
tetrasanedlylidene
tetrasanylene
1-tetrasenothenoyl

tbenyl
tbenylidene
(thenyloxy)
thexyl
thlanaphtbenyl
tbiasolidyl
thiazolinyl
l(5-thiazolyl-

earbonyl)sethyl3 
thienyl
(tblenyltbienyl)
(tbioacetonylidene)
(tbiobensoyl)
tbioearbeaoyl
thiocarbamyl
(thiocarbonyl)
thioc&rboryl
thiocyanato
thiocyano
(thioforayl)
(tbiobexanoyl)
thiohydroperoxy
thiohydroxy
tbioaorpbolino
(tblonitroso)
tbionyl
thiophenaeyl
thiosulfeno
(tblosulfb)
thioxo
tbiuram
threonyl
^-thujyl
tbyiqyl
thyronyl
toloxy
p-tolueneiulfonamido
toluldino
toluoyl
toluyl
tolyl
OC-tolyl
tolylene
d-tolylene
tosyl
trlazano
1-triazeno
8-triazin-2-yl
tricbothecanyl

tridecanoyl
(triaethylaiMonio)
triaethylene
1,3,3-trinetbyl-2-no*“i;o]
(triaethylphosphonio)trlsilanylene
trislloxane-1,3,5-triyl
trltbio
trityl
tropanyl
tropoyl
tryptophyl
tyroayl
undecyl 
undecanoyl 
uramino 
ureido 
ureylene
(ureylenediureylene)
urs any 1

valeryl
valyl
vanillal
vanllloyl
vanillyl
vanillylidene
vaniloandeloylveratral
veratroyl
o-veratroyl
veratryl
o-veratryl
veratrylidene
vinyl
vinylene
vinylidene
xanthen-9-yl
xantb-9-yl
xenyl
xylldino
xyloyl
xylyl
xylylene
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XABLI H. Prefixes Which Are Part of the flung Base

Prefix Example
form- formaldehyde
acet- acetamide
aceto- acetonitrile
propio- proplonltrlle
butyro- butyrolactone
sulfon- sulfonamide
phosphono- phosphonothloate
cyclo- cyclopentadlene
thlo- thloate
benzo- benzoates
carbo™ carbodllmide
azo- azobenzene
azoxy- azoxybenzene
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to be Ignored in Choosing » Baas Stum from Aalnea

Hydrochloride 

D1 hydrochloride 

Hydrobrooide 

Dihydrobroraide

Hydroiulfate

Dlhydrosulfate

Sulfate
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A.2.3. Organeawrtallie Coapmiads

There will be a large nuniher of compounds which contain organic groupings 
sad aetallic elements. Than arc orgaaoaetalllc elements. This group deserves 
saa* special attention since retrieval of these compounds is often difficult. 
Deriving the keyword for these compounds is quit® easy in aost cases. The 
abstracter need only recognise the aetallic element (Table 6) prefix designing 
a aetallic element and then derive the keyword by attaching the prefix org&no- 
to the natural element.

Eseaple 1 MSTHYUCHICURY CHLORIDE
The keyword is CHOABO-MERCURY 

Example 2 TETRAETHYLLEAD
The keyword is GRGAHO-LEAD

There any be some coapounds which are more difficult to recognise than the 
above staples since the aetallic eleaent naae has been shortened into a prefix 
(see Table T) and aay be buried within the cheaical naae. These compounds, 
however, will be easily recognised by performing the base derivation steps out
lined in the preceding sections.

Example K-3-Pbenoseleuslnylarssnllic Acid

Table 6. i'tet&llic Elements

MREAL KEYWORD
Aluminum ''rgano-aluninun
Antimony organo-ant iaony
Arsenic organ o-arsenic
Barium organo-bariua
Beryllium organo-berylllua
Bismuth organo-blsauth
Calcium organo-calcium
Cobalt orgeno-cobalt
Copper organo-copper
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Germanium organo~ germanium
Iron organo-iron
Land organo-lead
Lithium organo~lithlum
Magnaalum organo-magnesium
Mercury organo-mercury
Nickel organo-nickel
Potassium organo-potassium
Selenium organo-selenium
Silver organo-silver
Sodium organ o-aodiuai
Tellurium organo-tellurium
Tin organo-tin
Zinc organo-zinc

TABLE 7. Metallic Elements Prefix

PREFIX KEYWORD
Arseno- organo-arsenic
arsenoso-
araenyl tl
Arsinetetrayl II
arsinico II
araininyl II

arsino II
arsinyl II
arsinylidene 11
arso II
arsono II

arsoranyl II
araoranylidyne II
arsylene II
arsylidyne If
bismuthino organo-bismuthblsmuthylene II
bismuthylidene II
©pidiseleno- organo-selenium
episeleno- II
ferrocenediyl organo-irongeraanetetrayl organo-gemanium
germanylene II

gengjrl
germylene II
germylidyne 11
plurabanetetrayl organo-lead
plumbyl II
pluabylene If
plumbylidyne II
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salanaao-
aalanlno
ealaninyl
aelano
aalanoao
■alanonyl
aalenozo
aelanyl
atannanatatrayl
■tannanylene
atumoooat&nyyl
atanzqrlena
ataaaylidyne
atibinico
atlbino
atibo
atibeno
atiboao
stibjrl
stibylane
atibylidyne
tellwo
tallurozo
talluryl

organ©-aaleniuisft
II
fl
II
If
II
II

organo-tlnII
fl
fl
If
fl

organo-antisony
II
If
II
II
If
II
II

organo-t elluriua
II
If
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A. 3 Listing of Cowmen Chemical Keywords

Acenaphthylenes
Acetaldehydes
Acetals
Acetamides
Acetanilide!
Acetates
Acetic acids
Acetoacetates
Acetophenones
Acetylenes
Acetylidea
Acridines
Acroleins
AeryIs® ids®
Acrylates
Acrylic acids
Acrylonitriles
Adenines
Adenosines
Adipates
Alanines
Alcohols
Aldehydes
Alginates
Alienee
Asides
Aaidines
Aaidoximes
Amine oxides
Amines
Andhydrides
Anilides
Anilines
Anils
Anisoles
Anthracenes
Anthraquinones
Asepines
Asides
Azines
Aziridines
Azirines
Azobenzenes
Azoles
Azoxybenzenes

Benzaldehydes
Benzaaidea
Benzanthracenes
Benzazepines
Benzenes
Benzeneaulfonic acids 
Benzidines 
Benzilates 
Benzimidazoles
Benzoates
Bensocycloheptenes
Benzofurans
Benzoic acids
Benzoins
Benzoinitriles
Benzophenones
Benzopyrans
Benzopyrenes
Benzothiadiazines
Benzothiazoles
Benzothiepins
Benzoxazolea
Bensoxspins
Bicarbonates
Biphenyls
Boranes
Borates
Boraxines
Bomanez
Bsronie acids
Butadienes
Butanes
Butanols
Butanones
Butenes
Butyrates
Butyrolactones
Butyrophenones
C&rbaaates 
Carbaaic acids 
Carbazoles 
Csrbinols
Carbodliaide
Carbonic acids

Carbox&ldehyde
Carboxamides
Carboxiaides
Catecholaaines
Catechols
Cholines
Citrates
Coumarines
Cresols
Cumenes
Cysoates
Cyanides
Cyanogens
Cyelobutadiene
Cylobutanes
Cyclobutenes
Cycloheptanes
Cycloheptatrlenes
Cyclohexadienes
Cyclohexanes
Cyclohexanols
Cyclohexanones
Cyclohexenes
Cyclooctanes
Cyclooctatetraens
Cyclopentadiene
CyclopentadienesCyclopentanes
Qyclopentenes
Cyclopropanes
Decalins
Decanes
Dlazines
Diazoniua saltsDienes
Dioxanes
Dioxins
Epoxides
Eaters
Ethanes
Ethanolamines
Ethmnols
Ethers
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Ethylenea Isoindoles
Sthylaniminea Isoindolines
Ethyres Isonicotinamides

Isonitriles
Ferrates Isoquinolines
Flavine Ieothiocyanates
Flavonea Iaothiuronium compounds
Fluoirenea Isomzoles
Fluoreaeeina
Foraaldehydaa Ketenes
POrmasaidea Ketones
FoneateeFuaarates Lactams
Parana Lactatea
Furfural® Lactones

laurates
Glutamates Linoleates
Glutarates Linolenates
Glycerides
Glycols Malates
Glycosides Haleatea
Guanidines Malonates
Guanlnea Methacholinea

Methacrylates
Heptanes Methacrylonitriles
Heptanes Methanes
Hemnea Morpholines
Hexenes
Hexosee M&phthacenes
Hlppurates Naphthalenes
Hydraxides Naphthcnatea
Hydraalnea ISaphthola
Hydraaeaes Naphthoqulnonea
Hydroperoxides Nicotinamides
Hydroqulnones Nicotines
Hydroxaaic aeida Nitriles
Hydroxldea Nltroaaalnea
Hydroxylaaines Nonanes

Nucleic acids
Imidazoles
Imidazolines Oet&nes
Imidea dilates
Zminea Oxadlazolea
Indenaa Oxalatea
Indoles Oxazines
Indolines Oxides
Isocyanates Oximes
Isocyanides Oxiranes

Ozonidea
Oxoniua compounds

P&lmitates
Pentaboranes
Pentanes
Pentanols
Pentanones
Pentenes
Pentrobarbitals
Peroxides
Peroxy acids
Fhenanthrenes
Phenols
Phenothiazinea
Phenylenediamines
Phopphinatea
Phosphines
Fhospbinic acids
Phosphites
Phosphonates
Phosphonic acids
Phosphonitriles
Phthalanllides
Pbthalates
Fhtbalazines
Fhthaleins
Phthalic acids
Phthaliaidea
Phthalocyaninea
Picolines
Picrates
Piperazines
PiperidinesPorphyrins
Propanes
Propanols
Propionates
Propionic acids
Propiophenones
Propylenes
Propylene oxides
Purines
Pyrans
Pyrazines
Pyrazolea
Pyrazolidines
Pyrazolines
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Pyrenes Styrenes Ttoiois
Pyrldaslnes Succinates Clones
Pyridiaes Succinic acids Thiophenes
Pyridoxines Sucolnialdes Thioureas
Pyrimidines Sulfamates ThymidinesPyrocateehols Sulfamic acids Toluenes
Pyrroles Sulfanilamidas Toluenesulfonic acids
Pyrrolidines Sulffcnilic acids Toluidines
Pyruvates Sulfates TosylatesSulfenates TriazenesQuinolines Sulfenenic acids TriatinesQuinones Sulfides TriazolesSulflnates Tropanes
Resorcinols Sulfinlc acids
Ribonucleic acids Sulfonamides Uhdecylenic acidsSulfonates UracilsSalicyleaides Sulfones UreasSalicylates Sulfonic acids Urethanes
Salicylic acids Sulfoxides Uric acidsSebacatas
Semicarbaxides Tartrates Valerates
Seaicarbasones Terphenyls Valeric acids
Silanes Tetrazines
Silicones Thiadiazoles XanthatesSiloxanes Thiazines XanttaenesStannates Thiazoles XanthinesStearates Thiepins XylenesSteroids Thioacetic acids
Sterols Tfcioamides YchimbansStilbenes !Ri iocarbamatesStyphnates Thiocyanates
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APPIlDiX B. EDITORS' QUERY ASD CRITIQUE SHEET

'%« Editors' Query and Critique Sheet, which can be seen as Figure li, is used
when questions arise, comment must be made, or direction oust be given in 
editing technical copy, including abstracts, which is generated in the HIOSH
system.

The form is intended to overcome a number of problems, including:
1) Unclear instructions for copy preparation.
2) Unanswered questions, usually in the form of question marks buried in 

the copy, which are not resolved before submission of the copy for pre
paration and which are often not recalled at a later time by the editor.

3) Lost information through verbal ccnamnication.

In this reference, the editor is considered to be any person, research 
associate, research assistant, abstracter, indexer, or technician who works 
with the copy for tasking necessary changes or corrections in form or 
content. The work function can be proofreading or editing.

The form is applicable for abstracts, thesauri, dictionaries, reports, manuals, 
papers, or any other technical documentation.

Use of the form is not intended to supplant the use of proofreaders' marks 
for Indicating clearly changes and corrections to the copy. The fora is used 
for necessary changes and corrections which cannot be indicated adequately 
by the proofreaders' marks, and when marginal notations would be insufficient, 
or ambiguous, to the system for indicating the editor's intent.
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~  SYSTritS  &SKAHCU  CO liW UY ' 
EDITORS' QUERY AND CRITIQUE SHEET

10

SUBJIUT

IARRAT1VE

LOCATION PAGE____ _ OF

DATE

io . Pai»e L in e s Q u e s t io n  o r  Comment

miTOa ________________  L OCATION_________________TELEPHONE __________X

SBC Form  R U  (8 /7 3 )

Figure It. Editor's Query and Critique Sheet
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When a query or comment concerning a specific document is made, the document must 
be identified. When possible, abstracts should be identified by NIOSH number.
Fbr effective response to the query or comment, the docuaent part which i a of 
concern should be indicated.

When sore then one specific query or consent is made, each should be identified. 
More than one question should not be asked in one query, nor should more than 
one consent be combined, if an effective answer is expected.

Ho. refers to the identifying nuaber of the query or comment, if more 
than one query or comment is made.
Page refers to the page of the document which is of concern.
Lines refers to the line(s) of the page of the document which is of 
concern.
Question or Comment refers to the message of the query or comment. The 
identity of the document in question is included in this area. When 
several docu&jnts are concerned Individually, the identity of each 
affected document is specified for the related query or comment.

In some cases, the query and critique form will be sent away from the editorial 
department for reaction or response. Fbr utility and effectiveness, the infor
mation that is necessary for conveying the intended message Should be complete 
and clearly given. No reliance should be made upon a verbal explanation of 
what is meant by the message. The editor and the message are not expected to 
be in the same place at the same time.

Reaction or response to the editorial criticism or question is expected to come 
at a somewhat later time than when the form is prepared, It is good practice
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to make a reprographic copy of the questions and c€smmnts , and sometimee of the 
subject information, for future reference so t*»at memory is not relied upon.

A H  of the control information at the top and bottom of the form which is 

necessary far identifying the person addressed, and for identifying the editor
and indieating where tht editor can be reached, should be entered on the form.

10 refers to the addressee.

LOCATION (top of form) refers to the location of the addressee, and 
is Philadelphia, Cincinnati, or Rockville, unless otherwise 
specified; LOCATION (bottom off form) refers to the location
of the editor, and is Philadelphia or Cincinnati, unless 
otherwise specified.

PAGE OF refers to the page count of the query and critique
sheet(s) submitted. Die sheets may be used in continuation.

SUBJECT refers to the document(s) being edited. For editing of abstracts, 
'ABSTRACTS' m y  be used; 'THESAURUS' may be used for compilation 
of thesauri, unless a specific thesaurus is intended, in which 
case, the name of the thesaurus is used; for other documents, 
such as manuals and reports, the name of the document is usei.

NARRATIVE provides for statement, explanation, or description of a 
problem or desired action in the editor's own terms, which 
information may be general or specific as applicable.

EDITOR is the person who arVs the question or makes the conrmnt.
TELEPHONE refers to the telephone number and extension where the editor 

cnn be reached. 3h@ informvtion should include the area code for 
any forms sent out of town.
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10TE; Th® telephone nuaher is important for the instances where it is 

quicks? «ad sure convenient to get as ismsadiate m s w  than to 

w i t  for m i l  d®li-r«ry.

Tha query and critique sheet should he used for all co— unicatlona concerning
technical copy which go outside of the imediate editor group. The query 

end critique sheet oust he used for all such coMunications outside of the 
company, unless the editor is specifically directed otherwise.

When the query and critique sheet is used for coosnmications outside of the 
coapoay, the responsible supervisory editor m e t  he m d e  aware of such 

comunications , and the content of such cosswnications, unless the editor is
specifically directed otherwise.
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